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The nucleus is positioned through physical interactions with the actomyosin, 

microtubule and intermediate filament cytoskeleton. Abnormalities in nuclear positioning 

result in disease. Cytoskeletal force transfer to the nucleus is hypothesized to be 

mediated by bonds between the cytoskeleton and proteins embedded in the nuclear 

envelope called the LINC complex. We determined the role of nesprin-1, a LINC 

complex protein in mediating nuclear force transfer and cell mechanosensing. Our 

results suggest a model in which the nucleus balances a part of the actomyosin tension 

in the cell. In the absence of nesprin-1, actomyosin tension is balanced entirely by the 

substrate, increasing nuclear heights, causing increased cell-substrate traction, 

decreased cell migration and abnormal cell mechanosensing.  

The basic question of whether the nucleus is primarily “pushed” into position by 

compressive cytoskeletal forces, or “pulled” by tensile cytoskeletal forces is unresolved. 

Two methods were used to try and answer this fundamental question: Rac1 

photoactivation and local tension relaxation through local blebbistatin treatment or 
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micromanipulation Our results suggest that the nucleus is pulled on both sides, resulting 

in a tug-of-war between actomyosin forces.   

To further investigate the nuclear-cytoskeletal force balance we developed a novel 

method to perturb nuclei within living cells. This method is capable of detecting changes 

in nuclear cytoskeletal coupling. This method allows for the translation of the nucleus 

under a known external force. Preliminary results reveal that the nucleus resists 

translation and that the actin cytoskeleton deforms as the nucleus is translated.   

We also investigated the effects of substrate rigidity on collective cell migration 

using a modified scratch wound assay.  We found that wound healing rates were faster 

than the migration speeds of isolated cells on soft substrates. On these substrates, cell-

cell pulling resulted in flattened cell morphologies with clear stress fibers. On more rigid 

substrates, isolated cells were able to spread and therefore migrate better, but the 

wound healed more slowly because individual cells could not migrate easily due to cell 

crowding 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

The LINC Complex is Required for Normal Cell Function 

The formation of new blood capillaries, or angiogenesis, involves the polarization 

and directed migration of endothelial cells(1, 2). Research on angiogenesis has 

primarily focused on biochemical pathways that participate in directed endothelial cell 

motility(3). However, motility and polarization also require the coordinated motion of 

intracellular organelles. In particular, positioning of the nucleus is an important part of 

any dynamic changes in cell morphology(4), given that it is the largest and stiffest 

organelle in the cell. Yet, the physiological significance of nuclear positioning in the 

endothelial cell has remained unexplored. 

The nucleus is positioned through physical interactions with the actomyosin, 

microtubule and intermediate filament cytoskeleton(4). This force transfer is 

hypothesized to be mediated by bonds between the cytoskeleton and proteins 

embedded in the nuclear envelope. Recent studies suggest that lamin(5-7), SUN 

proteins(4, 8-11),emerin(12) and nesprins(11, 13-16) are key components of the 

mechanical linkage between the nucleus and the cytoskeleton. There is increasing 

evidence that these LINC (for Linker of Nucleus and Cytoskeleton) complex proteins are 

required for normal cell function. Lamin A/C deficient mouse embryonic fibroblasts have 

reduced migration speeds and are unable to polarize in wound healing assays(7). 

Lamin A/C deficient fibroblasts have altered mechanotransduction as measured by 

abnormal NF-B –mediated, strain-induced transcription(6). Interestingly, these cells 

also have a softer peri-nuclear cytoskeleton suggesting that lamin A/C is necessary for 

physically connecting F-actin to the nucleus(17, 18). Similarly, emerin-deficient 
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fibroblasts have irregular nuclear shape and respond abnormally to mechanical 

forces(12).  

Nesprin-1 and nesprin-2 are nuclear membrane proteins that bind to F-actin (19) 

through the N-terminus and to transmembrane SUN proteins via the C terminus (8-11, 

20). These proteins are hypothesized to be part of the LINC complex (11, 16, 21). The 

function of nesprin-1 in endothelial cells has received little attention. In Chapter 2 we 

show that nesprin-1 knockdown in endothelial cells by siRNA transfection causes a lack 

of cell reorientation under cyclic strain, increased cell traction and focal adhesion 

assembly, and decreased cell migration. An increase in nuclear height is observed in 

nesprin-1 depletion cells similar to blebbistatin treated, myosin II-inhibited cells. Our 

results suggest a model in which the nucleus balances a part of the actomyosin tension 

in the cell.  In the absence of nesprin-1, actomyosin tension is balanced entirely by the 

substrate, causing increased cell traction, decreased migration and altered nuclear 

height. 

Pushing Versus Pulling: The Dominant Forces That Position the Nucleus 

An NIH 3T3 fibroblast crawling on a surface has a characteristic shape:  a fan-like 

leading lamella containing actively protruding lamellipodia and filopodia from the leading 

edge, the centrosome located roughly near the cell centroid, the nucleus normally 

positioned behind the centrosome, and a typically long, thin trailing edge(2). The 

fibroblast advances persistently in a given direction by continuously forming new actin-

rich protrusions from the stable leading lamella while using actomyosin tension to 

detach and retract its trailing edge. During crawling, the fibroblast moves the nucleus 

and maintains its position close to the cell center. On the cellular length scales, the 

nucleus is massive (~10-15 microns in diameter) and stiff relative to the cytoplasm(22). 
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Motion of such a large object in the crowded intracellular space requires a significant 

expenditure of energy and is an important task for the motile cell.  

The cell accomplishes nuclear motion by transferring active cytoskeletal forces 

onto the nuclear surface through molecular connections between the nuclear lamina 

and the cytoskeleton established by LINC complex proteins (for linker of nucleoskeleton 

to cytoskeleton(20, 23). The main source of the active forces are non-muscle myosin II 

(NMMII) based contraction of F-actin filaments and the processive motion of nucleus-

linked microtubule motors on microtubules(24). Microtubule motors such as dynein pull 

the nuclear surface in  NIH 3T3 fibroblasts and cause nuclear rotations(25, 26) and 

nuclear translations in other cell types (10, 15, 27). For actomyosin-based nuclear force 

generation, much of the research has focused on initial polarization mechanisms in a 

wounded cell monolayer where the nucleus is observed to move away from the leading 

edge due to pushing by actomyosin retrograde flow within the first few hours after 

wounding(28-30).  

The basic question of whether the nucleus is primarily “pushed” into position by 

compressive cytoskeletal forces, or “pulled” by tensile cytoskeletal forces is unresolved 

because the literature is contradictory on this point. In crawling cells at the edge of a 

freshly created wound, retrograde flow of actomyosin may push the nucleus toward the 

trailing edge(29), while a squeezing (pushing) force due to actomyosin contraction in the 

trailing edge(31) may move the nucleus toward the leading edge. Conversely, other 

studies suggest that the nucleus is normally under a state of tension(24, 32-35). Both 

pushing and pulling forces may simultaneously operate on the nucleus, but of interest in 
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this paper is the net direction of the force balance (i.e. pushing versus pulling) and the 

dominant cytoskeleton origin of these forces in a single, crawling NIH 3T3 fibroblast.  

In Chapter 3, we used two approaches to perturb the force balance on the 

nucleus. First we used the Rac1 photoactivation assay to trigger the formation of new 

lamellipodia(36); the nucleus was observed to move in the direction of newly formed 

lamellipodia in a myosin and LINC complex dependent but microtubule independent 

manner. Next, we inhibited myosin activity in the trailing edge locally; interestingly, we 

observed the nucleus to move toward the leading edge in a LINC complex dependent 

fashion. We detached the trailing edge of fibroblasts and recorded nuclear motion and 

deformation in response to detachment as well as subsequent pulling of the trailing 

edge. We found that the nucleus underwent elastic deformations on manipulation of the 

trailing edge in a myosin dependent and LINC complex dependent fashion. Collectively, 

these experiments suggest the presence of pulling forces on the nucleus from the 

trailing edge.We also found that forward nuclear motion preceded trailing edge 

detachment, and cells with disrupted LINC complexes were unable to detach their 

trailing edges. Taken together, our results suggest that the nucleus is pulled on both 

sides, resulting in a tug-of-war between actomyosin forces.  The nucleus acts as an 

integrator of tensile actomyosin forces in a motile cell, and the integration is necessary 

for detachment of the trailing edge.  

Manipulating the Nucleus Inside a Living Cell 

The relative magnitude of cytoskeletal forces on the nucleus is difficult to 

determine owing to the lack of suitable methods to quantitatively measure these forces 

in living cells. We explored the use of techniques that can apply known forces to the 

nucleus, cause a measureable displacement and quantify the response in living cells.  
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One technique used by researchers is straining cells attached to flexible silicon 

membranes by applying strain to the membrane. This technique has been employed to 

examine the role of lamin A/C in maintaining nuclear integrity in response to mechanical 

strain(37). An advantage of this technique is that multiple cells or even monolayers of 

cells can be stretched simultaneously in a manner that may be physiologically relevant. 

This technique can be further refined through the use of micro-patterned substrates so 

that cells are stretched in a particular orientation(38). One limitation of applying strain 

through the substrate is that force cannot be directly applied to nucleus and requires 

well- attached cells with an intact cytoskeleton that is integrated with the nucleus. 

Magnetic beads or nano-rods can be injected into living cells and nuclei and then 

manipulated using an external magnetic field to produce local forces.  The external 

force can be applied to pull the beads in a uniform direction(39) or rotate them(40). This 

method has been used to study the elastic modulus of nuclear structures like 

chromatin(41). Celedon et al used nanorods injected into the nucleus to find that the 

viscosity of lamin A null nuclei was 7 times less then control cells and that the shear 

modulus of the null nuclei was also 3 times lower(42). Although magnetic probes can be 

used to apply a torque on small localized areas within the nucleus, it is not possible to 

apply enough force to translate the entire nucleus.  

Other methods include micromanipulation with glass needles attached to a 

micromanipulator (these can be made sensitive enough to measure pN scale forces like 

the elasticity of actin filaments(43)). Microneedles have been used to measure the 

forces being exerted by the lamellipodia of migrating fibroblasts(44). Glass needles can 

also be coated with ECM proteins to form adhesions with integrin receptors on cells that 
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allow them the user to “pull” on a selected part of the cell. Maniotis et al first 

demonstrated that the nucleus was physically linked to the actin cytoskeleton with such 

a method (45). In chapter 4, a new technique will be described that allows us to 

qualitatively measure nuclear-cytoskeletal interactions. This technique allows us to 

translate the nucleus in order to detect changes in nuclear-cytoskeletal binding, to 

perturb the nucleus to study restoration forces, and to visualize how the cytoskeleton 

and nucleus are physically connected. 

Does Collective Cell Migration Depend on Substrate Rigidity  

Cells in vitro appear to function optimally when cultured on substrates that have 

physiologically relevant rigidities (46, 47).  Neurons will form longer branches on 

substrates with soft rigidities similar to those measured of brain tissue (48).  Similarly 

myoblasts differentiate on substrates with rigidities like that of muscle and osteoblasts 

function optimally on hard bone-like substrates (49). In addition the recent finding that 

stem cell differentiation can be guided by substrate rigidity (50)reveals that substrate 

rigidity might be a vital parameter for the design of biomedical implants and the 

engineering of tissues(51). 

Single cell motility rates have been shown to vary widely in response to changes in 

substrate rigidity.  Motility rates in smooth muscle cells (52), neutrophils (53), NIH 3T3 

fibroblasts (54), tumor cells (55, 56) and human dermal fibroblasts cells (57) have all 

been shown to have a substrate dependence.  The accepted explanation for the 

dependence of migration speed on substrate rigidity is that cells on soft substrates are 

not able to generate substantial forces due to reduced actomyosin tension and cell-

substrate adhesion.   
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Unlike isolated cells, cells in contact with other cells exert tension on each other as 

well as the underlying substrate (58, 59). Cell-cell adherence, which is primarily due to 

cadherin proteins, provides cells an additional location to generate tension forces. 

Traction forces of cells seeded on cadherin coated substrates have been shown to be 

comparable to those observed when cells are seeded on fibronectin coated surfaces 

which bind with focal adhesions (60).   As this cell-cell tension is not present in isolated 

cells, substrate rigidity may affect collective cell migration differently than isolated 

cells(61). A popular method to quantify collective cell migration is the scratch wound 

assay (30, 62-64). An advantage of this technique is that collective cell migration rates 

can be repeatedly measured in order to compare different conditions. Typically the 

scratch wound assay is done by wounding a cell monolayer cultured on glass or 

polystyrene with the tip of a syringe and observing the migration of the monolayer into 

the wound.  This technique cannot be used when studying cells cultured on soft 

substrates such as polyacrylamide because the wounding of the cell with a syringe 

would also damage the underlying substrate.   

In Chapter 5 we used a micromanipulator to precisely translate the vertical position 

of a micropipette tip and removed cells without contacting the underlying gel surface. 

We observed a clear but modest variation in the rates of wound closure created by this 

method as a function of rigidity. The rates of closure were high on soft and very rigid 

substrates (Young’s modulus (E) of 0.4 and 308 kPa) compared to intermediate moduli 

(E=24 and 39 kPa), but the mode of closure appeared different on the soft and rigid 

substrates.  On soft substrates, cells leading the wound closure appeared to pull trailing 

cells through cell-cell contacts, whereas on rigid substrates, cells moved more 
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independently. In contrast to these collective migration results, motility of isolated NIH 

3T3 fibroblasts was lowest on the soft substrates and increased with rigidity. We also 

developed and applied a novel assay to qualitatively compare relative magnitudes of 

cell-cell pulling forces relative to cell-substrate adhesion forces on different substrates. 

These results show that cell-cell adhesion forces dominate cell-substrate adhesion 

forces on soft substrates, and that cell-cell pulling forces contribute significantly to 

wound healing on soft substrates.   
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Table 1-1 Diseases associated with LINC complex proteins 

Disease/Disorder  LINC complex protein 

Partial Lipodystrophy Lamin A(65) 

Peripheral Neuropathy Lamin A(65) 

Hutchison Gilford Progeria Syndrome Lamin(66) 

Atypical Werners Syndrome Lamin(65) 

Mandibulocaral Dysplasia Lamin(25) 

Emery Dreifuss Muscular Dystrophy Nesprin-1 and 2, Lamin(13) 

Cardiomyopathy Nesprin 1 and 2, Lamin(13) 

Skeletal Myopathy Nesprin 1 and 2, Lamin(13) 
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CHAPTER 2 
NUCLEAR TENSION IS REQUIRED FOR NORMAL CELL MECHANOSENSING AND 

CELL FUNCTION 

The function of nesprin-1 in endothelial cells has received little attention. Here we 

show that nesprin-1 knockdown in endothelial cells by siRNA transfection causes a lack 

of cell reorientation under cyclic strain, increased cell traction and focal adhesion 

assembly, and decreased cell migration. An increase in nuclear height is observed in 

nesprin-1 depletion cells similar to blebbistatin treated, myosin II-inhibited cells. Our 

results suggest a model in which the nucleus balances a part of the actomyosin tension 

in the cell.  In the absence of nesprin-1, actomyosin tension is balanced entirely by the 

substrate, causing increased cell traction, decreased migration and altered nuclear 

height. 

Materials and Methods 

Cell Culture 

Human umbilical vascular endothelial cells (HUVECs) were maintained in DMEM-

high glucose (Cellgro) supplemented with 10% donor bovine serum (Cellgro, Manassas, 

VA) and maintained at 37o C in a humidified 5% CO2 environment. HUVECs were 

tested for their endothelial function with an in vitro 3D angiogenesis assay and were 

found to form typical tube-like structures characteristic of endothelial cells (Figure 2-1). 

In wounding experiments, cells were seeded at 80% confluence on fibronectin-coated (5 

g/ml) glass bottomed dishes (MatTek, Ashland, MA) cultured to confluence.  

siRNA Knock Down of Nesprin-1 

Cells were transfected with 100 nM of SMARTpool siRNAs (Dharmacon, 

Lafayette, CO) against human nesprin-1 using siLentFect lipid transfection reagent 

(BioRad, Hercules, CA). The siRNA oligonucleotide target sequences used were as 
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follows: GAAAUUGUCCCUAUUGAUU, GCAAAGCCCUGGAUGAUAG, 

GAAGAGACGUGGCGAUUGU and CCAAACGGCUGGUGUGAUU. Non-targeting 

SMARTpool siRNAs  served as controls.  

Western Blotting 

Cells cultured in regular growth media were washed with cold PBS and lysed with 

cell lysis buffer (Cell Signal, Boston, MA) for 10 minutes on ice. Cells were scraped, 

collected and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 minutes at 4oC. The supernatant was 

collected and SDS-sample buffer was added and stored at -20oC until use. The samples 

were separated on 10% SDS polyacrylamide gels and then transferred onto a PVDF 

membrane. The membranes were treated with anti-nesprin-1 mouse monoclonal 

antibody (Abcam,Cambridge, MA) at 1:200 dilutions in 5% milk overnight at 4oC. 

Phosphorylated myosin levels were measured by treating membranes with a phospho-

myosin antibody (Cell Signal, Boston MA) which recognizes myosin light chain 2 only 

when dually phosphorylated at Thr18 and Ser19. The membranes were then washed 

three times in TBST and treated with peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody at 

1:10000 in 5 % milk in TBST. Blots were developed using SuperSignal West Pico 

Chemiluminescent reagent (Pierce, Rockford, IL) and exposed to X-OMAT film (Kodak). 

Immunostaining 

Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Morris 

Road Fort Washington, Pa) for 20 minutes, washed with PBS (Cellgro, Manassas, VA) 

and then permeabilized with 0.1 % Triton X-100 in 1% BSA solution. Cells were next 

incubated with nesprin-1 primary monoclonal mouse antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, MA) 

or vinculin monoclonal mouse antibody (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) at a 1:100 dilution 

overnight at 4oC. Samples were washed and treated with goat-anti-mouse 488nm 
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fluorescent secondary antibody (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA) for 1 hour at room 

temperature. For actin staining, cells were incubated with Alexa Fluor 594 phalloidin 

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) for 1 hour.  Nuclear staining was done using Hoechst33342 

diluted at 1:100 for 30 min.  The samples were imaged on a Leica SP5 confocal 

microscope equipped with a 63X objective.  

Application of Mechanical Strain and Measurement of Cell Reorientation 

Cells were cultured on fibronectin (5 μg/ml) coated 6 well Uniflex plates (Flexcell, 

Hillsborough, NC) and exposed to 10 % uniaxial strain with a frequency of 0.5 Hz for 18 

hrs using the Flexcell-4000 system (67). Cells were then fixed and stained with 

phalloidin (Sigma, St. Louis MO) for imaging F-actin. Images of cells were acquired as 

described above and the cell angle relative to the strain direction was quantified using 

ImageJ software. Approximately 300 cells were evaluated for each condition 

corresponding to 6 fields; 50 cells from each field.    

Cell Motility Assay 

To assess cell motility, cells were cultured on fibronectin treated glass bottomed 

dishes for 6 hrs. The dishes were transferred onto the microscope stage and imaged 

with a 10X phase contrast lens inside an environmental chamber maintained at 37oC 

and with 5% CO2. Images were taken every 10 minutes for 10 hours and analyzed 

using a Matlab program that tracked the position of the centroid of cells in (x,y) 

coordinates vs. time. The mean squared displacement was calculated from the data 

using non-overlapping time intervals (68). The speed of each cell was determined from 

the measured displacement of the centroid at 10 minutes. The persistence time of each 

cell was calculated by fitting the mean-square displacement to the persistent random 

walk model using nonlinear least-square regression as reported elsewhere (69).  A 
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minimum of 17 cells were measured for each condition.  Images taken 8 hours after 

passage were also used to measure cell spreading area of cells transfected with control 

and nesprin-1 targeting siRNA.  The area of at least 12 cells was measured for each 

condition using Nikon Elements software (Figure 2-2). 

Scratch-Wound Assay 

Confluent cells were washed and serum starved for 24 hours after which a wound 

was created by scraping across the surface of each monolayer using a 20 gauge 

needle. After wounding, the cells were washed with PBS and cultured in full growth 

medium while images of the cells were taken simultaneously every 30 minutes for 18 

hours on a Nikon TE2000 microscope equipped with an environmental chamber. Nikon 

Elements software was used to measure the area of the wound at each time interval. 

Only wounds with original widths between 175μm and 225μm were measured. To 

measure cell polarization, cells were serum starved for 12 hours, wounded and treated 

with 2-M lysophosphatidic acid for 4 hrs, fixed and stained with rabbit anti-γ-tubulin 

antibody (Sigma) and mouse monoclonal α-tubulin antibody (Sigma). Cells with 

centrosomes located within 30 degrees of a line perpendicular to the wound were 

considered polarized similar to the approach in (7). Angles were measured with Nikon 

Elements software. At least 30 cells per condition were measured.   

Traction Force Microscopy 

Fibronectin coated polyacrylamide gels (Young’s modulus of 45 kPa) for traction 

force microscopy were prepared on glass bottomed dishes (MatTek, Ashland MA) as 

previously described in(70).  Red fluorescent microspheres (0.5μm diameter, Invitrogen, 

Carlsbad,CA) were suspended in the polyacrylamide gel prior to gel formation and used 

as fiduciary markers.  Cells were plated at low concentrations (5% confluence) and 
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incubated for 24 hours at 37 ºC with 5% CO2 in full growth media.  DIC and fluorescent 

images of isolated cells were then taken simultaneously before and after treatment with 

5% SDS (Sigma, St. Louis MO) solution.  Traction force analysis was performed using 

the Matlab software and methods described in(71).  A minimum of 8 cells were 

measured for each condition. 

Confocal Imaging to Determine Nuclear Height 

Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and nuclei and the F-actin 

cytoskeleton stained as described above.  The samples were imaged on a Leica SP5 

confocal microscope equipped with a 63X objective. Z-stacks were acquired and Leica 

application suite software used to measure the height of the nucleus.  Each experiment 

was repeated 3 times (n>15).  Similar procedures were used for cells treated with 

blebbistatin (n>15). 

3D-In Vitro Angiogenesis Assay 

A 1:20 dilution of HUVECs was taken from an 80% confluent 12 well dish and 

mixed with 300 μl of Matrigel® using cold glass pipettes. The Matrigel solution was then 

placed on a glass bottomed dish (MatTek, Ashland, MA) and kept in a 37ºC incubator 

for 1 hr.  After 1 hr, 2 ml of growth media was added.  The growth media was changed 

every 2 days for 2 weeks.  At the end of the experiments, the gel was imaged on on a 

Nikon TE2000 microscope equipped with a 20X lens to analyze tube formation. 

Results 

siRNA Knock Down of Nesprin-1 in HUVECs 

Nesprin-1 has been shown to localize to the nuclear envelope in fibroblasts, 

vascular smooth muscle cells and cardiac muscle cells(11, 21, 72, 73). Immunostaining 

with a specific antibody against nesprin-1 revealed a similar localization to the nuclear 
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envelope in HUVECs (Figure 2-3A). Western blotting analysis (Figure 2-3B) showed a 

major band at a molecular weight of approximately 110 kDa, with additional bands at 

around 75 kDa and 40 kDa, consistent with previous studies(13, 21, 72). Treatment with 

specific siRNA against nesprin-1 significantly reduced all bands in Western blots (Figure 

2-3B and C).  However, nesprin-1 knockdown did not alter the expression levels (Figure 

2-4) or the localization (Figure 2-5) of a closely related member of the nesprin family, 

nesprin-2, confirming the specificity of nesprin-1 knockdown by the siRNA transfection. 

Cells transfected with nesprin-1 targeting and control siRNA were next immunostained 

for nesprin-1. Confocal fluorescent imaging (Figure 2-3D) also showed that nesprin-1 

expression in siRNA transfected cells was reduced significantly compared to cells 

expressing control siRNA and non-transfected cells. Quantification of pixel intensity of 

these images further confirmed that the majority of individual cells had reduced nesprin-

1 expression (Figure 2-6). Taken, together, these results clearly demonstrate that the 

siRNA transfection specifically knocked down nesprin-1 in HUVECs. 

Nesprin-1 Knockdown Abolishes Cyclic Strain-Induced HUVEC Reorientation, and 
Increases Focal Adhesion Assembly and Cell Traction 

Next, we investigated if nesprin-1 knockdown affected endothelial cell physiology. 

HUVEC reorientation in response to applied uniaxial cyclic strain was examined. Control 

and nesprin-1 deficient HUVECs were exposed to cyclic mechanical strain (10%, 0.5 

Hz) for 18 hours using the FlexCell 4000 device (67). Non-transfected HUVECs oriented 

predominantly along a direction perpendicular to the direction of mechanical strain 

(Figure 2-7). F-actin staining showed that stress fibers also aligned perpendicular to the 

direction of the strain. In contrast, knockdown of nesprin-1 abolished HUVEC 

reorientation in response to cyclic strain. Further, we found that cells transfected with 
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control siRNA responded similarly to the untreated cells, establishing the specificity of 

the effect of nesprin-1 knockdown on strain-induced cell reorientation.  

Cell reorientation under cyclic strain requires disassembly of existing focal 

adhesions, and the preferential stabilization of newly formed adhesions in a direction 

perpendicular to applied strain (74). We therefore explored if focal adhesion assembly 

was altered in nesprin-1 depleted cells. Cells were immunostained for vinculin and focal 

adhesions were imaged on a confocal fluorescence microscope. Nesprin-1 deficient 

cells assembled a significantly larger number of focal adhesions compared to control 

cells (Figure 2-8 A and B ,Figure 2-9). F-actin was also more concentrated toward the 

base of the cell in nesprin-1 deficient cells (Figure 2-10). The increased focal adhesion 

number suggested a potential increase in cell traction in nesprin-1 depleted cells. Using 

traction force microscopy, we found that nesprin-1 depletion indeed significantly 

increased traction stresses on the substrate (Figure 2-8 C and D).  Nesprin-1 deficient 

cells were also observed to spread more than control cells (Figure 2-11). 

 Transient Disassembly of Focal Adhesions Restores Reorientation Under Strain 
in Nesprin-1 Depleted Cells 

The above experiments motivated the hypothesis that cells were unable to reorient 

in response to cyclic strain owing to increased focal adhesion assembly and traction. 

Therefore, we reasoned that transiently causing the disassembly of focal adhesions 

could allow the nesprin-1 depleted cell to reorient under applied strain. To do this, we 

used a previously published approach to cause the time-dependent disassembly of 

focal adhesions by treatment with the Rho-kinase inhibitor Y27632(75). To only cause a 

transient disassembly of focal adhesions, we treated the drug for a short time (30 

minutes) after which the drug was washed off and cyclic strain was applied. Drug 
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washout permits the reassembly of focal adhesions(76). Interestingly, cells treated in 

this manner were able to reorient under cyclic strain (Figure 2-12). This confirms our 

hypothesis that nesprin-1 depleted cells are unable to reorient due to increased 

adhesion to the substrate.  

Altered Actomyosin Forces on the Nucleus 

Actomyosin tension has been shown previously to control nuclear shape (33). The 

extent to which nesprin-1 mediates this force transfer to the nuclear shape is unclear. 

We performed z-stack imaging with a laser scanning confocal microscope of the stained 

nucleus in nesprin-1 deficient cells. Reconstructed three-dimensional images were used 

to quantify nuclear heights. Nesprin-1 deficient cells showed a significant increase in 

nuclear height (7.1±.8 μm) as opposed to control cells which had nuclear heights of 5.0 

±.0.4μm (Figure 2-13 A and B). This suggests that nesprin-1 mediated pulling forces on 

the nucleus flatten the nucleus into a disk-like shape in endothelial cells. We next asked 

if inhibiting actomyosin forces could similarly change nuclear height. The nuclear 

heights of non-transfected cells were measured after treatment with the non-muscle 

myosin II inhibitor blebbistatin (100μM) for 1 hour.  A significant increase in nuclear 

height (6.2 ±0.4 μm) was observed in the blebbistatin treated cells (Figure 2-13 A and 

B). These results, support previous observations by Ingber and coworkers (33, 34) and 

Wang and coworkers (77) that the nucleus balances actomyosin tension. Finally, we 

used the initial cell polarization assay (Figure 2-14) in which rearward actomyosin 

motion from the leading edge of the wounded cell pushes the nucleus in a manner that 

gives the cell a polarized appearance (30). The nuclear-centrosomal-leading edge axis 

was significantly disrupted in cells, which provides further support to the conclusion that 
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actomyosin forces are significantly decreased on the nucleus in the absence of nesprin-

1.  

The increase in nuclear height in nesprin-1 depleted cells observed above could 

be attributed potentially to differences in non-muscle myosin II activity. However, 

Western Blotting revealed that the levels of phophorylated non-muscle myosin II are 

unchanged in nesprin-1 depleted cells compared to control (Fig. 13 C and D). 

Nesprin-1 Deficiency Causes Abnormal HUVEC Migration  

Increased traction and focal adhesions typically correlate with a decrease in cell 

migration speed(78),(54). We therefore tested whether nesprin-1 depletion alters cell 

migration in a scratch-wound assay. Time lapse imaging over the course of 12 hours 

was performed on wounded monolayers of nesprin-1 depleted and control cells. Cells 

transfected with control siRNA completely closed the scratched wound in around 8 

hours (Fig 4-15 ). In contrast, cells transfected with nesprin-1 targeting siRNA failed to 

close the wound at 8 hours (Figure 2-15).  

To examine if nesprin-1 deficiency also affects individual cell motility, migrating 

cells were imaged with phase contrast microscopy, and the time-dependent position of 

the nuclear centroid was quantified.  Mean square displacement (MSD) data was 

calculated with non-overlapping intervals and fit to a model for cell migration. We found 

that the speed of single cells was significantly decreased in nesprin-1 deficient cells 

compared to control (Figure 2-15 D). 

Discussion 

The mechanical linkage between the nucleus and the actomyosin cytoskeleton 

was demonstrated several years ago by showing that applied force to transmembrane 

integrins at the endothelial cell membrane caused deformation of the nucleus (34). 
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Actomyosin tension exerted on the nucleus has been shown to stabilize its shape(33). 

This linkage is also crucial for the cell’s ability to position the nucleus in the cell(4). The 

recent discovery of LINC complex proteins has triggered interest in the function of 

specific molecular linkers in nucleo-cytoskeletal force transfer. In this paper, we provide 

evidence for new functions of nesprin-1, a nuclear membrane protein that links the 

nucleus to the F-actin cytoskeleton. Nesprin-1 depletion causes abnormal cell 

reorientation under cyclic strain, increased nuclear height, decreased cell migration and 

increased adhesion assembly and traction in endothelial cells. 

In the absence of nesprin-1, we found that cells are unable to reorient in response 

to uniaxial cyclic strain; however, transient disassembly of adhesions restores HUVEC 

reorientation. It is known that elevation of actomyosin tension causes increased cell-

substrate adhesion that interferes with cellular reorientation under applied strain(76). 

However, we did not find any differences in myosin phosphorylation (which typically 

correlates with actomyosin tension(70)) in nesprin-1 deficient cells or in microtubule and 

intermediate filament organization (Figure-2-16). Yet, we found that nesprin-1 deficient 

cells assemble more focal adhesions, have more concentrated F-actin toward the base 

of the cell and exert more traction on the substrate compared to control cells.  Nesprin-1 

deficient cells also had increased nuclear heights similar to cells with inhibited myosin 

activity suggesting that nesprin-1 may decouple tensile actomyosin forces from the 

nucleus. 

To explain these findings, we propose a model (Figure 2-17) in which part of the 

actomyosin tension is exerted on (and balanced by) the nucleus through connections 

mediated by nesprin-1. In the absence of these connections, the actomyosin forces are 
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assumed to be balanced at an additional number of focal adhesions, which will result in 

greater traction stresses on the substrate. A key feature of the model is that increased 

substrate deformation can result even though myosin activity is unchanged. Increased 

focal adhesion assembly and traction stresses would then prevent cell reorientation 

under cyclic strain, in a similar manner to cells with increased actomyosin tension(76). 

Additionally, as actomyosin forces are redirected from the nucleus to the substrate due 

to the lack of nesprin-1 mediated binding, less actomyosin tension is exerted on the 

nucleus. This tension (which would normally balance osmotic pressure(33)) is 

decreased, resulting in increased nuclear height. 

The observed decrease in cell migration speed is consistent with increased 

adhesion assembly and traction. This is because cell speed is low at low and high 

adhesive strengths, and is maximum at an intermediate value(52, 78, 79). As the 

nesprin-1 depleted cells form more focal adhesions than normal cells(Figure 2-8 A and 

B), cell migration speed is expected to decrease (Figure 2-15 D).  

While the model in Figure 2-17 is consistent with our observations, it is a static 

model that does not offer an explanation of how more focal adhesions are formed when 

actomyosin is disconnected from the nuclear surface. Future studies that investigate the 

dynamic assembly and disassembly of adhesions, and the fate of rearward actomyosin 

flow from the membrane in nesprin-1 deficient cells could help better answer this 

question. Other nesprin isoforms such as nesprin-2 also link the nuclear surface to the 

actomyosin cytoskeleton (13, 16, 20, 80) and could possibly compensate for nesprin-1 

(16). However, the fact that nesprin-2 expression (Figure 2-4 A and B) and localization 

(Figure 2-5) was not altered by nesprin-1 knockdown, and yet F-actin distribution was 
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perturbed (Figure 2-10) suggests that nesprin-1 may play an essential role in linking the 

nucleus and F-actin.  

In summary, our results suggest an important role for nesprin-1 in endothelial cell 

function. In the absence of nesprin-1, endothelial cells assemble more adhesions, exert 

greater traction on the surface, have increased nuclear heights and have decreased 

migration speeds. Non-muscle myosin II phosphorylation is unchanged in nesprin-1 

depleted cells. These results support a model in which actomyosin tension normally 

balanced by the nucleus is balanced in nesprin-1 deficient cells by the substrate. Our 

findings with nesprin-1 depleted cells show a remarkable similarity with other recent 

studies that have demonstrated decreased speeds of wound healing and defective 

nuclear positioning in lamin A/C  and emerin deficient cells(5, 7). Given that lamin A/C 

and emerin are structurally and functionally different from nesprin-1, this raises the 

possibility that other LINC complex proteins may also influence cell behavior in a 

manner similar to the proposed model.  

Erratum 

We recently discovered a contamination in our HUVEC cell line. The HUVEC cells 

used in our original study may have been contaminated. We repeated the key result in 

our paper using primary HUVECs and the results matched those previously reported 

(Figure 2-7). We note that many other studies with different cell types have shown that  

nuclear-cytoskeletal linkages are critical for mechanosensing (for a review see (81)). 

Also a recent paper reported a role for nesprin-3 in flow-induced polarization and 

migration by human aortic endothelial cells(82) . We would like to thank Jason M Haugh 

for his advice on this matter. 
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Figure 2-1.  In vitro 3D Angiogenesis assay of HUVEC cells HUVECs were mixed with 
Matrigel  and monitored for their ability make tubular structures 
(angiogenesis) for 2 weeks as described in Materials and Methods.  The 
representative image shows tube formation by HUVECs in 3D matrigel 
confirming that these cells are functional endothelial cells. 
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Figure 2-2.  Cell spreading area increases in nesprin deficient cells.  HUVECs were 

cultured on fibronectin coated glass bottomed dishes for 8 hrs and were then 
imaged on a Nikon E2000 microscope equipped with a 10X planar objective.  
Nikon Elements software was used to measure 15 cells in each condition.  * 
Indicates  p<0.05.   
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Figure 2-3.  Transfection of HUVECs with siRNA targeting nesprin-1 results in a 
significant reduction in nesprin-1 expression. A) Confocal fluorescence image 
of HUVEC immunostained for nesprin-1. Nesprin-1 localizes to the nuclear 
membrane (Scale bar = 5 μm). B) Western blot analysis of nesprin-1 
expression in HUVECs. HUVECs transfected with siRNA targeting nesprin-1 
(Nes-1) show a significant reduction in nesprin-1 expression as compared to 
non-transfected cells (Non) and cells transfected with control siRNA (Con). C) 
Quantification of nesprin-1 expression relative to GAPDH expression 
demonstrating a significant decrease in siRNA transfected cells. Error bars 
represent SEM from three different experiments. *p <0.05 D) Low 
magnification confocal fluorescence images of HUVECs immunostained for 
nesprin-1. A significant reduction in nesprin-1 expression is observed in cells 
transfected with nesprin-1 targeting siRNA (images were acquired at the 
same laser power, photomultiplier gain and magnification). Scale bar is 25 
μm. 
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Figure. 2-4.  Nesprin 2 expression is unchanged by unchanged by siRNA targeting 
nesprin-1.  Western blots (A) and their quantification (B) showing that 
Nesprin-2 (Nes-2) expression is unchanged in cells depleted of Nes-1.   Error 
bars represent SEM; differences are not statistically significant.  
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Figure 2-5.  Nesprin-2 is present in the nuclear envelope in nesprin-1 deficient cells.  
Cells were transfected with control and nesprin-1 targeting siRNA and 
cultured for 72 hours and then fixed as described in the methods section.  
Cells were imaged using a Leica confocal microscope equipped with a 63X 
objective.    
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Figure  2-6.  Quantification of Nesprin-1 expression.A) Histogram comparison of pixel 
intensity of cells transfected with control and nesprin-1 siRNA immuostained 
for nesprin-1. B) Quantification of the pixel intensity shows a significant 
decrease in nesprin-1 expression in nes-1 siRNA treated cells compared to 
control siRNA treated cells. 
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Figure 2-7.  A) HUVECs cultured on flexible silicon membranes coated with fibronectin 
were exposed to 10 % cyclic, uniaxial strain at 0.5 Hz, fixed and stained with 
Alexa-phalloidin to visualize F-actin stress fibers. Non-transfected HUVECs 
and cells expressing control siRNA oriented perpendicular to the strain 
direction (strain direction is marked by white double arrow) while cells 
transfected with nesprin-1 targeting siRNA did not align in any preferred 
direction. Stress fibers were observed predominantly perpendicular to the 
strain direction except in nesprin-
Probability distributions of cell angle measured relative to strain axis. A clear 
preference for a direction perpendicular to the strain axis is observed in the 
distribution for non-transfected and control siRNA transfected cells; the 
distribution is random for nesprin-1 siRNA transfected cells. The distribution 
was quantified from pooled data from three independent experiments 
corresponding to 300 cells per condition. C) Quantification of the reorientation 
response.  The data is presented as percentage of cells that reoriented 90o ± 
30o relative to the strain direction similar to the approach in (76). Error bars 
represent SEM from three different experiments and  * indicates p<0.01. 
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Figure 2-8.  Nesprin-1 depletion results in increased cell traction and focal adhesions.  
A) The area per FA was unchanged between cells transfected with control 
and nesprin-1 targeting siRNA, while the number of FAs (B) increased in 
nesprin-1 deficient cells (p<0.05). C) Representative phase contrast images 
and traction stress maps of cells transfected with nesprin-1 targeting and 
control siRNA. Scale bar is 200 μm. D) Surface strain energy is increased in 
nesprin-1 deficient cells compared to control cells (p<0.05). Error bars 
represent SEM from three different experiments and * indicates p<0.01.  A 
minimum of 8 cells were measured for each condition. 
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Figure 2-9.  Nesprin-1 deficient cells have an increased number of focal adhesions.  
Cells were cultured on fibronectin coated glass bottomed dishes (MatTek) for 
24 hours then fixed and stained for vinculin.  Confocal images at the base of 
each cell were taken to focal adhesion number and area.  Scale bar is 15 um 
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Figure 2-10.  Reduction of nesprin-1 expression shifts the distribution of F-actin toward 
the base of the cell.  Cells transfected with control siRNA and siRNA targeting 
nesprin-1 were stained for F-actin and z-stack images were collected.   The 
distribution of F-actin was measured along a single line through the highest 
point of the cell.  The distribution was normalized and the sum of the 
fluorescent intensity was compared for the lower 50% of the cell. 
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Figure 2-11.  Cell spreading area increases in nesprin deficient cells.  HUVECs were 
cultured on fibronectin coated glass bottomed dishes for 8 hrs and were then 
imaged on a Nikon E2000 microscope equipped with a 10X planar objective.  
Nikon Elements software was used to measure 15 cells in each condition.  * 
Indicates  p<0.05.   
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Figure 2-12.  Rho kinase inhibition restores the reorientation response in nesprin-1 
deficient cells.  A) After 18 hours of 10 % cyclic, uniaxial strain at 0.5 Hz 
(strain direction is marked by white double arrow), cells transfected with 
nesprin-1 targeting siRNA did not align in any preferred direction. Pre-
treatment of cells with Y27632 for 30 minutes followed by washout and cyclic 
stretching restored the reorientation response of nesprin-1 deficient cells. 
Scale bar is 50 µm.  B) Probability distributions of cell angle measured 
relative to strain axis. Y27632 treated nesprin-1 deficient cells have a much 
higher probability of reorienting perpendicular to the applied strain. The 
distribution was quantified from pooled data from 2 independent experiments 
corresponding to 150 cells per condition.  
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Figure 2-13.  Nuclear height increases in nesprin-1 deficient HUVECs . A) 
Representative Z-stack images generated with confocal microscopy show an 
increase in nuclear height in nesprin-1 deficient and blebbistatin (bleb) treated 
cells.  Hoechst33342 was used to stain the nucleus.  Scale bar is 5 μm.  B) 
Plot quantifies the increase in nuclear height of nesprin-1 deficient HUVECs 
and HUVECs treated with blebbistatin.  Error bars represent SEM and both * 
indicate p<0.05 (each statistical comparison is with Con).  A minimum of 15 
cells were measured for each condition. C) Western blot of phosphorylated 
myosin (P Myo) in non-transfected and siRNA transfected cells. D) 
Quantification shows no difference in myosin II light chain phosphorylation.  
Error bars represent SEM from three different experiments.    
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Figure 2-14.  Actomyosin forces are decoupled from the nucleus in the absence of 

nesprin-1. HUVEC cells serum-starved overnight were wounded and treated 
with LPA. LPA treatment triggers rearward actomyosin flow that moves the 
nucleus away from the wounded edge(30). To quantify this, the cell 
polarization vector in non-transfected HUVECs (A) and cells transfected with 
control siRNA(B) was measured and found to be approximately perpendicular 
to the wounded edge. White arrows indicate the direction of polarization of 

-
tubulin stained centrosome . C) Nesprin-1 deficent cells are unable to polarize 
as is clear from the random directions of the cell polarization vector with 

-tubulin (green) , F-actin (red) and for chromatin (blue).  D) Quantification of 
cell polarization. Cells which were oriented within 30 degrees of a line 
perpendicular to the leading edge were quantified as polarized cells according 
to the approach in (7). The polarization defects in nesprin-1 deficient cells are 
statistically significant (*p< 0.01). 
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Figure 2-15.  Nesprin-1 deficient HUVECs have decreased wound healing rates, single-
cell speed and persistence times. A) Phase contrast images of HUVECs at 0, 
2, 5 and 8 hours after wounding are shown. Wound edges are marked in 
black; scale bar is 200 μm. B) Plot shows the unhealed percentage of the 
original wound for HUVECs transfected with control and nesprin-1 siRNA at 8 
hours. Error bars represent SEM from three different experiments and * 
indicates a p< 0.01.  C) Plot shows MSD calculated using single-cell 
trajectories and pooled together from at least ten different cells. Error bars 
represent SEM. MSD is significantly decreased in nesprin-1 deficient cells. D) 
Individual cell migration speed, and E) persistence time is decreased in 
nesprin-1 deficient cells; the decrease in persistence time is not statistically 
significant.  At least 17 cells were analyzed for each condition in the motility 
experiments;* indicates p<0.05.  
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Figure 2-16.  Cytoskeletal organization in nes-1 deficient cells. There were no visible 
differences in microtubule and intermediate filament assembly in nes-1 
deficient cells. Scale bars for both sets of images are 10 μm. 
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Figure 2-17.  Physical model for nuclear-actomyosin force balance. In control cells (top) 
the actomyosin tension is balanced in part by the nucleus due to mechanical 
links mediated by nesprin-1. In the absence of nesprin-1 (bottom), the forces 
are balanced by the substrate at an increased number of focal adhesions 
even though myosin II activity is unchanged. 
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Figure 2-18.  Nesprin-1 deficient HUVECs are unable to align in response to uniaxial 

cyclic strain. A) HUVECs cultured on flexible silicon membranes coated with 
fibronectin were exposed to 10 % cyclic, uniaxial strain at 0.5 Hz, fixed and 
stained with Alexa-phalloidin to visualize F-actin stress fibers. Non-
transfected HUVECs and cells expressing control siRNA oriented 
perpendicular to the strain direction (strain direction is marked by white 
double arrow) while cells transfected with nesprin-1 targeting siRNA did not 
align in any preferred direction. Stress fibers were observed predominantly 
perpendicular to the strain direction except in nesprin-1 deficient cells. Scale 
bar is 50 µm. B) Probability distributions of cell angle measured relative to 
strain axis. A clear preference for a direction perpendicular to the strain axis is 
observed in the distribution for non-transfected and control siRNA transfected 
cells; the distribution is random for nesprin-1 siRNA transfected cells. The 
distribution was quantified from pooled data from three independent 
experiments corresponding to 300 cells per condition. C) Quantification of the 
reorientation response.  The data is presented as percentage of cells that 
reoriented 90o ± 30o relative to the strain direction similar to the approach in 
(76). Error bars represent SEM from three different experiments and  * 
indicates p<0.01. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE NUCLEUS IS IN A TUG-OF-WAR BETWEEN ACTOMYOSIN PULLING FORCES 

IN A CRAWLING FIBROBLAST 

The basic question of whether the nucleus is primarily “pushed” into position by 

compressive cytoskeletal forces, or “pulled” by tensile cytoskeletal forces is unresolved 

because the literature is contradictory on this point. In crawling cells at the edge of a 

freshly created wound, retrograde flow of actomyosin may push the nucleus toward the 

trailing edge(29), while a squeezing (pushing) force due to actomyosin contraction in the 

trailing edge(31) may move the nucleus toward the leading edge. Conversely, other 

studies suggest that the nucleus is normally under a state of tension(24, 32-35). Both 

pushing and pulling forces may simultaneously operate on the nucleus, but of interest in 

this paper is the net direction of the force balance (i.e. pushing versus pulling) and the 

dominant cytoskeleton origin of these forces in a single, crawling NIH 3T3 fibroblast.  

Materials and Methods 

Cell Culture, Plasmids and Transfection, Drug Treatment 

NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were cultured in DMEM (Mediatech, Manassas, VA) with 10% 

donor bovine serum (Gibco, Grand Island, NY). For microscopy, cells were cultured on 

glass-bottomed dishes (MatTek Corp, Ashland, TX) coated with 5μg/ml fibronectin (BD 

BiocoatTM, Franklin Lakes, NJ) at 4˚C overnight. For photoactivation experiments, cells 

were serum-starved for two days in DMEM with 1% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 

MO). 

YFP-γ-tubulin was prepared from the MBA-91 AfCS Set of Subcellular Localization 

Markers (ATCC, Manassas, VA). GFP-actin was provided by Dr. Donald E. Ingber in 

Harvard University. mCherry-PA-Rac1 (Addgene plasmid 22027). DsRed-CC1was 

kindly provided by Prof. Trina A. Schroer from Johns Hopkins University. EGFP-KASH4 
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was previously described in (15) . Transient transfection of plasmids into NIH 3T3 

fibroblasts was performed with LipofactamineTM 2000 transfection reagent (Life 

Technologies, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). 

For microtubule disruption experiment, cells were treated with nocodazole (Sigma-

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) at the final concentration of 1.6 µM for over one hour prior to the 

experiment. For myosin inhibition, cells were treated with blebbistatin (EMD, Gibbstown, 

NJ) at the final concentration of 50 µM for over one hour prior to the experiment. 

Time-Lapse Imaging and Analysis 

Time-lapse imaging was performed on a Nikon TE2000 inverted fluorescent 

microscope with a 40X/1.45NA oil immersion objective and CCD camera (CoolSNAP, 

HQ2, Photometrics, Tucson, AZ). During microscopy, cells were maintained at 37 ˚C in a 

temperature, CO2 and humidity controlled environmental chamber. 

Confocal Microscopy and Photoactivation 

The samples were imaged on a Leica SP5 DM6000 confocal microscope 

equipped with a 63X oil immersion objective. For photoactivation, a region in between 

the nucleus and the edge of a cell, which is approximately the size of the nucleus, was 

chosen using the ROI (region of interests) function. 488 Argon laser was applied at 1% 

power to activate Rac1. Images were taken every 10 seconds. During microscopy, cells 

were maintained at 37 ˚C in a temperature, CO2 and humidity controlled environmental 

chamber. 

Image Analysis 

Image series from cell migration experiments were processed in ImageJ (NIH). 

Then they were imported into Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA). Programs were 

developed to track the nuclear centroid and the contour of cells. 
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Image series from the photoactivation experiment were imported into Matlab 

(MathWorks, Natick, MA), and a program was developed for nuclear position tracking. 

After the positions of nuclei in different experiments were obtained, the coordinates 

were rotated as shown in Figure S1. The vector pointing from nuclear centroid at time=0 

to the activation center was used as the θ=0 axis in the polar coordinate. All the 

trajectories were rotated following this rule. The directional movements then were 

calculated as the projecting distance of the trajectories on the θ=0 axis. 

 

Micromanipulation by Microinjector 

Eppendorf Femtojet microinjection system (Eppendorf North America, 

Hauppauge, NY)was used. The microneedle was lowered to the surface of the dish 250 

µm from the cell. The needle was then lowered slowly, bending the main shaft of the 

needle and translating the tip across the surface of the glass bottomed dish until the 

neelde slid underneath the cell. The needle was then translated towards the end of the 

cell which was targeted for release.  After a slight translation the needle would be 

raised.  This was repeated until the trailing edge or lamellipodia had been removed. For 

pulling experiments the tipoff the needle was carefully lowered on top of the previously 

released trailing edge and pressed against the glass surface. The tip was then 

translated away to reapply tension to the cell.  
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Results 

Forward Motion of the Nucleus Occurs Due to Actomyosin Contraction Between 
the Leading Edge and the Nucleus 

It is known that trailing edge detachment can cause forward motion of the nucleus 

in crawling NIH 3T3 fibroblasts. We examined the correlation between nuclear motion 

and trailing edge motion. Forward motion of the nucleus toward the leading edge did not 

necessarily require the detachment of the trailing edge (Figure 3-1A, B and C). As seen 

in Figure 3-1B, the forward motion of the nucleus correlated with forward motion of the 

cell centroid, but not with motion of the trailing edge. The extent of trailing edge motion 

was minimal compared to nuclear displacement and cell-centroid displacement (Figure 

3-1C). Thus significant forward motion of the nucleus can occur without large changes 

in the shape of the trailing edge. We also observed many examples where nuclear 

motion does occur when the trailing edge detached (an example is in Figure 3-8).  

What causes forward nuclear motion in the absence of significant trailing edge 

detachment? One hypothesis (originally proposed by Lauffenburger and Horwitz(2) is 

that the nucleus is pulled forward by actomyosin contraction occurring in the leading 

edge. To test this, we adapted the Rac1 photoactivation assay recently introduced by 

Hahn and coworkers (36, 83, 84). The approach is to trigger local polymerization of F-

actin; this newly created F-actin is expected to combine with myosin and result in 

increased local contraction.  

On creation of local lamellipodium with Rac1 photoactivation (Figure 2-1A ,the 

bright circle indicates the photoactivated spot), the nucleus was observed to move 

persistently toward the direction of the newly formed lamellipodium (outline in Figure 3-
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2A,Figure 3-1A). Figure3 1B shows nuclear trajectory plots pooled from several 

experiments; all trajectories are oriented such that the line joining the initial position of 

the nuclear centroid and the photoactivated spot is oriented along the positive x-axis. All 

photoactivation experiments were performed for 30 minutes. As seen, the fluctuating 

trajectories of the nucleus have a drift bias toward the positive x-axis. The trajectories of 

the nucleus did correlate with centrosomal trajectories (both moved in the general 

direction of the newly created lamellipodium, Figure 3-2C). However, depolymerization 

of microtubules with nocodazole did not eliminate the directional motion of the nucleus 

(Figure 3-2D,E, Figure 3-3A ). Inhibition of myosin activity by blebbistatin treatment, or 

disruption of the LINC complex with KASH4 domain over-expression eliminated the 

directional motion of the nucleus toward the photoactivated spot (Figure 3-2E, Figure 3-

3B and 3-3C,). As evident from the mean projection of trajectories along the x-axis 

(Figure 3-2G), only control and nocodazole treated cells showed significant nuclear 

displacement toward the photoactivated spot, KASH4 over-expressing and blebbistatin 

treated cells showed essentially zero mean displacements. Interestingly, when the 

variance of the trajectories about the mean positions was computed (Figure 3-2H), 

nocodazole treated cells had significantly higher variance in nuclear position than 

control cells, suggesting that microtubule disruption increases fluctuations in nuclear 

position as it moves toward the photoactivated spot.  

The results above suggest that fluctuations in motion of the nucleus are damped 

because the nucleus is bound to microtubules (for example through nuclear envelope-

embedded motors such as dynein and/or kinesin). But the directional motion of the 

nucleus on the formation of new lamellipodia does not depend on microtubule motor 
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activity. Consistent with this picture, we found that the nucleus can move forward 

without requiring trailing edge detachment in dynein inhibited cells; the motion is similar 

to that in control cells because the nucleus tracks the cell centroid (Figure 3-4A and B). 

On inhibition of myosin activity through blebbistatin treatment, the nucleus did not move 

directionally in the photoactivation experiment; nor did it move when KASH4 was 

overexpressed in the cells. Taken together with the microtubule disruption experiments, 

the results point to actomyosin contraction as the dominant pulling force on the nucleus 

which moves it forward during motility of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts. Consistent with this 

picture, when the lamella was severed with a micropipette, the nucleus was observed to 

move back; this motion was reduced significantly on over-expression of GFP-KASH in 

the cell (Figure 3-3).  

Myosin Inhibition in the Trailing Edge Causes Nuclear Motion Toward the Leading 
Edge Without Change in Cell Shape. 

The nucleus is under a net pulling force toward the leading edge, what balances 

the forward pulling force such that nuclear centrality is maintained? To answer this 

question, we locally inhibited myosin activity using a micropipette to introduce a flow of 

blebbistatin at high concentrations (500 M) over the trailing edge (Figure 3-5A, also 

see Figure 3-6). Traction force measurements ( Figure 3-5 F) confirmed that the 

actomyosin forces were locally reduced.In less than five minutes of local introduction of 

blebbistatin, the nucleus moved toward the leading edge and away from the trailing 

edge (Figure 3-5B and D). This occurred without any appreciable change in trailing 

edge shape, and without any noticeable forward motion of the cell body (Figure 3-5B).  

Nuclear movement toward the leading edge on myosin inhibition in the trailing edge was 
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considerably decreased when KASH4 domains were over expressed in cells to disrupt 

the LINC complex (Figure3-5 C, E and Figure 3-6).  

Solid-like Coupling Between the Nucleus and the Trailing Edge 

We next detached the trailing edge by introducing a micropipette tip under the 

trailing edge and snapping it (Figure 3-7A). Trailing edge detachment resulted in 

movement of the nucleus toward the leading edge (Figure 3-7A). The forward motion of 

the nucleus on detachment of the trailing edge could be interpreted as due to either 

pushing forces generated by forward motion of the trailing edge contents, or due to a 

dissipation of tensile forces on the trailing surface of the nucleus, resulting in a net 

forward force on the nucleus. Because forward nuclear motion was also accompanied 

by a change in the shape of the nucleus (as discussed in pulling experiments in Figure 

3-7B), we quantified the movement of the leading and trailing edge of the nucleus on 

trailing edge detachment. Both nuclear leading and trailing edges moved forward on 

trailing edge detachment in control cells, but this motion was significantly decreased in 

blebbistatin treated and KASH4 expressing cells. (Figure 3-7 B, C).  

We next examined nuclear shape changes on trailing edge detachment. The ratio 

of the major to minor axis consistently decreased on trailing edge detachment 

suggesting that the nucleus changes from an elongated cross-section to a rounded 

shape with time (Figure 3-7 D). In KASH4 overexpressing cells and in blebbistatin 

treated cells, the nucleus did not change shape significantly on trailing edge detachment 

(Figure 3-7 D). The shape change in control cells again could occur either due to 

pushing forces as the trailing edge retracts or a dissipation of pulling forces; but these 

forces were clearly absent in blebbistatin treated and KASH4 expressing cells. More 

interestingly, when a detached trailing edge was again pulled on and extended (Figure 
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3-7 E), the nucleus was observed to almost instantaneously elongate again to nearly its 

original shape in a myosin dependent manner (Figure 3-7 E,F,G). This experiment 

suggests that the nucleus is hardwired with actomyosin tensile structures, because 

while pushing forces can move the nucleus forward on detachment, elongation of the 

nucleus due to trailing edge extension cannot be explained by pushing forces in the 

reverse direction. The solid like coupling is clearly apparent in the near instantaneous 

response of nuclear position to pulling. Figure 3-7 F shows that the motion of the 

nucleus correlates closely with the motion of the micropipette that is attached to the 

trailing edge. Shown in Figure 3-7 G is pooled data demonstrating the correlation 

between motion of the microneedle tip and the nucleus; this correlation is absent in 

blebbistatin treated cells. 

The forward motion of the nucleus on local myosin inhibition in the trailing edge 

and the myosin-dependent solid-like coupling between the nucleus and the trailing edge 

suggest strongly that the nucleus is pulled toward the trailing edge by actomyosin 

forces. The transfer of the pulling forces to the nuclear surface occurs through 

molecular linkages with the cytoskeleton as suggested by the lack of nuclear motion or 

deformation in KASH4 expressing cells. 

Effect of LINC Complex Disruption on Trailing Edge Detachment 

Several recent papers have shown that LINC complex disruption reduces the 

persistence of cell motility. While in control cells, the trailing edge detached in crawling 

fibroblasts resulting in forward cell motion, in KASH4 over expressing cells the trailing 

edge was observed not to detach but rather slip along the surface without large 

changes in shape (Figure 3-8A,  B and E). The speed of forward cell and nuclear motion 

was greatly reduced. The movement of the nucleus correlated both with cell centroid 
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motion and trailing edge motion, which again indicates that the cell moves without 

sudden detachments of the trailing edge (Figure 3-8C, D, E). Interestingly we observed 

that trailing edge detachment was typically preceded by forward nuclear and cell motion 

in control cells. Shown in Figure 3-8 F are nuclear displacements in the direction of the 

leading edge, versus time to detachment. As seen, the nucleus starts to move along 

with the cell body in a persistent fashion over several microns, while the trailing edge 

remains fixed in place and gets longer and thinner(not shown). In KASH4 expressing 

cells, the trailing edge rarely detaches, and when it does so, the nucleus along with the 

cell has moved large distances (Figure 3-8G).  

Discussion 

 Our results suggest that there is a tug of war between forward pulling and 

rearward pulling forces on the nuclear surface. The dominant contribution to these 

pulling forces is from actomyosin contraction. Given that F-actin continuously 

polymerizes at the leading edge, there is a continuous source of newly polymerizing 

actin that can contract to pull on the nucleus. The trailing edge is relatively stable in 

shape (until it detaches), and hence it is reasonable to surmise that the tensile pulling 

forces in the trailing edge are relatively constant in magnitude. Net forward motion of the 

nucleus would be predicted to occur when pulling forces at the front exceed those at the 

back. An actomyosin tug-of-war is thus a simple positioning mechanism for the nucleus 

in a crawling cell.  
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Figure 3-1.  Nuclear movement in motile fibroblasts does not required detachment of the 
trailing edge. (A) The trailing edge retraction is not necessary for moving the 
nucleus. Superposition of cell outline at zero minute (black) and 30 minute 
(pink). The nucleus moved forward upon the formation of lamellipodia, while 
the trailing edge did not retract. (B) Nuclear movement is highly correlated 
with cell centroid movement (*), but not correlated with trail edge movement 
(squares) in control (n=14) cells. The solid line is y=x line. (C) Comparison of 
mean movement of the nucleus and cell centroid and the trailing edge in 30 
minutes shows that the nucleus and cell centroid move similar distances, 
while the trailing edge did not move appreciably. Error bars indicate standard 
error of the mean (SEM), ‘*’, p < 0.01. 
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Figure 3-2.  Directional nuclear translation upon Rac-1 photo-activation. (A)Frames of a 
time-lapse recording of a nucleus (dark eclipse) moving towards the photo-
activation site (bright circles), and Superposition of cell outline at zero minute 
(red) and 30 minute (black). Scale bar, 10 µm. (B) Trajectories of nuclear 
movement upon photo-activation were overlaid with a common starting point. 
The zero degree is the direction of activation. The unit is micron. The nucleus 
moved towards the activation site in control cells (N=11). (C) Examples of 
trajectories of the nucleus (blue) and the centrosome (red) in photoactivation 
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experiments. (D) Trajectories of nuclear movement upon photo-activation in 
nocodazole treated cells (N=11). (E) Trajectories of nuclear movement upon 
photo-activation in blebbistatin treated (N=10) or KASH4 transfected cells 
(N=10). (F) Average directional displacement of the nucleus towards the 
activation site. Positive value means the nucleus moved towards the 
activation site. (G) Average trajectories of the nucleus and (H) variance of the 
nuclear displacment in control photoactivation (black, N=11), nocodazole 
treated cells (red, N=11), blebbistatin treated cells (blue, N=10) and KASH4 
transfected cells (green, N=10) show that there is larger fluctuation in 
nocodazole treated cells. 
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Figure 3-3.  Effects cytoskeletal disruption on nuclear movement in response to Rac 
photoactivation.  Kymograph of images corresponding to nuclear movement 
upon photoactivation in (A) nocodazole treated cells, (B) blebbistatin treated 
cells and (C) KASH4 over-expressed cells. Disruption of microtubules by 
nocodazole treatments does not affect the forward motion of the nucleus, 
while blebbistatin treatment and KASH4 over-expression eliminate the 
forward motion of the nucleus. Scale bar, 10 µm. 
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Figure 3-4.  Nucleus capable of translation without trailing edge movement in dynein 
inhibited cells. A) Nuclear movement is still highly correlated with cell centroid 
movement i (*), but not correlated with trail edge movement (squares) in 
dynein inhibited cells (*)  B) Quantification of nuclear and cell and trailing 
edge displacement. 
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Figure 3-5.  Nuclear movement upon local introduction of blebbistatin. (A) Top, 
blebbistatin was introduced by microneedle at the trailing edge of the cell. The 
nucleus moved towards the leading edge, this motion was abolished in cells 
over-expressing GFP-KASH. Inset, Epi-flourescent image of blebbistatin 
spray with 4 kDa FITC Dextran. The micro-pippette tip was used to localize 
blebbistatin to the tail region of the cell. Bottom, kymograph of images 
corresponding to the box in top picture. (B) Superposition of cell and nuclear 
outlines at different time points in control cell. There was no appreciable 
change in trailing edge shape and forward motion of the cell body. Inset, 
trajectory of the nucleus. (C) Superposition of cell and nuclear outlines at 
different time points in KASH4 transfected cells. Inset, trajectory of the 
nucleus. (D) Trajectories of nuclear movement in blebbistatin spray 
experiment (Top, control cells, n=6: bottom, KASH4 transfected cells, n=5) 
were overlaid with a common starting point. The zero degree is the direction 
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from the trailing edge to nuclear centroid at time = 0. The unit is micron. (E) 
Average displacement of nuclear trailing edge upon local introduction of 
blebbistatin (control, N=6; KASH, N=7, p <0.01). Scale bars: 10 µm. (F) 
Traction stress of a cell 5 min after local introduction of blebbistatin, which 
shows larger force change at the tail region where blebbistatin was 
introduced. 
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Figure 3-6.  Nuclear movement upon local introduction of blebbistatin in GFP-KASH4 
cells. (A) A NIH 3T3 cell transfected with EGFP-KASH4. (B) Cells were 
transfected with GFP-KASH4. Blebbistatin was introduced by microneedle at 
the trailing edge of the cell. The nucleus did not move. (C) Kymograph 
images corresponding to the box in (B). Forward motion of the nucleus was 
inhibited by KASH4 over-expression. Scale bars: 5 µm. 
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Figure 3-7.  Micromanipulation reveals that the nucleus is under tension between the 
leading edge and trailing edge. (A) Captured images of a cell whose tail was 
released by a micropipette. Removal of cell trailing edge results in forward 
nuclear movement in control cells. Superposition of cell and nuclear outlines 
at zero second (blue), 5 second (yellow) and 10 second (red) show the 
forward motion and deformation of the nucleus. (B and C) Quantification of 
the forward movement reveals that both the leadling (B) and trailing (C) edges 
of the nucleus traveled further in control cells than in KASH cells. Error bars 
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indicate SEM,. (D) Nuclear Deformation in response to tail release. The 
nucleus deformed in control cells (red, N=5), while remained the same shape 
in KASH4 transfected cells (blue, N=5) and blebbistatin treated cells (green, 
N=6). (E) Pulling on the released section of the cell results in nuclear 
movement in the direction of the pull. (F) Normalized displacements of the 
nucleus and micro-needle show that they are highly correlated. (G) Example 
plot of nuclear displacement versus micro-needle displacement. There is no 
correlation between nuclear displacement and the micro-needle movement in 
blebbistatin treated cells (blue squares), while it is highly correlated in control 
cells. 
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Figure 3-8.  Effect of KASH on trailing edge detachment. (A) Captured images of the 
trailing edge detachment during forward protrusion of an NIH 3T3 fibroblast 
and superposition of cell outline at different time points. The nucleus kept 
moving towards the leading edge. (B) Captured images of the trailing edge 
movement during forward protrusion of an KASH4 transfected cell and 
superposition of cell outline at different time points. The trailing edge slides 
forward other than detached from the substrate. (C) Nuclear movement is 
highly correlated with cell centroid movement (*) in KASH4 (N=11) transfected 
cells, as well as with the trailing edge movement (squares) in some cases. 
Most nuclei moved similar distance as or less than the cell centroid did. The 
solid line is y=x line. (D) Average movement of the nucleus and cell centroid 
in KASH4 (N=11) transfected cells in 30 minutes also show that they moved 
similar distances.The trailing edge move forward, while it was much less than 
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the nucleus did. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean (SEM), ‘*, **’, 
p < 0.01. (E) Trailing edge detachment frequency is much higher in control 
(N=24) cells than in KASH4 transfected cells (N=20). (F and G) Trajectories 
of the nuclear displacement during cell tail stretching and trailing edge 
detachment in control (F, N=10) and KASH4 transfected (G, N=5) cells. The 
nucleus keeps moving forward during this period. 
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CHAPTER 4 
A NOVEL MICROPIPETTE ASPIRATION TECHNIQUE TO APPLY FORCES TO THE 

NUCLEUS 

Micropipette aspiration is a popular method for measuring cell-cell and cell-

substrate adhesion forces.  An approach to measuring cell adhesion forces involves 

repeatedly bring a micropipette tip (radius of 4-8µm) to the edge of the cell surface and 

applying a known suction pressure to the cell.  Next the micropipette tip is pulled away 

at a constant velocity; if the cell does not detach the suction pressure is increased. The 

procedure is repeated until the cell finally detaches, allowing an estimate of the forces 

between cells from different origins.  We have adapted this method for pulling on the 

nucleus in the cell with known forces. We show preliminary results with the method, and 

discuss applications of the technique for studying nuclear mechanics.  

Materials and Methods 

Cell Culture 

Experiments were conducted on NIH 3T3 fibroblast cells which were used at 

passages of 10-11 and maintained at low confluence. Cells were grown in a medium of 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Mediatech, Manassas, VA) 

supplemented with 10% Donor Bovine Serum (DBS, Gibco, Grand Island, NY) and 1% 

antibiotics.  

Cells were passed on sparsely at a 1:10 dilution on a 3.5 cm glass bottom dishes. 

The dishes were then filled with 3 ml media to avoid image defects due to reflection 

caused by entry of the needle. Transfections were performed using 1.5-2µg GFP-

KASH4 plasmid DNA and 4 µl of the transfection agent lipofectamine 2000. Cells were 

transfected in a 12 well cell culture dish overnight and were then plated at dilutions of 

1:20 on a glass bottom dish (MatTek, Ashland, Texas).  
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Treatment with 50 µM blebbistatin was used for nuclear aspiration experiments.  A 

lower blebbistatin concentration of 12.5 µM was used for nuclear perturbation 

experiments. The cells were incubated for half an hour before experiments were 

performed. Experiments on blebbistatin cells were conducted within 90 minutes of 

treatment. 

In the nuclear perturbation experiments cells were treated with the live cell nuclear 

stain Cyto 59 at a 1:1000 dilution for 30 minutes and washed with fresh growth media 

immediately before the experiment. 

 
Imaging and Micromanipulation 

Cells were imaged on a Nikon TE 2000-E microscope on a 20X objective in Phase 

mode. The microscope was equipped with a covered glass chamber used to maintain 

the temperature at 37.0C. A CO2 tank was used to supply CO2 to a small chamber 

covering the cells that maintained CO2 levels at 5%. Results were recorded and 

analyzed using the NIS Elements software and image J.  

An Eppendorf InjectMan® NI 2 micromanipulator system was used for applying 

forces to the cell. The micromanipulator arm was attached to an inbuilt module on the 

microscope. The flexible arm was maneuvered to reach the dish through the CO2 

chamber thus maintaining the CO2 levels for the duration of the experiment. The arm of 

the needle was set to a constant of 45o indicating the angle at which it approached the 

adherent cells. This system is equipped with a joystick that controls the position of the 

needle in the x-y plane by moving back and forth. It can also be twisted up and down to 

lower or raise the needle in the z direction. The InjectMan® system was coupled with a 

Femtojet® system for varying the aspiration pressure on the nucleus. The needles used 
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for aspiration procedure were the Femtotip II® microinjection needles with a tip diameter 

of 0.5 µm. 

Description of the Nuclear Aspiration Experiments 

The cells were imaged on 3.5 cm glass bottom dish within the CO2 chamber. The 

Femtotip® needle is controlled by the micromanipulator arm and has a capillary 

connecting it to the Femtojet® system which maintains a specified pressure. The 

capillary pressure within the needle can be adjusted by varying the capillary pressure 

knob on the controller®. The needle was then maneuvered until it was visually in line 

with the objective and lowered until it made contact with the cell growth medium. 

Next a 20X phase or 40X DIC objective was used to focus on the cell monolayer 

first. The plane of focus was raised to focus above the cells and on the needle. The 

needle was then carefully lowered until it was 10-20 µm above the targeted cell. It must 

be noted here that the needle is very fragile since the diameter of the tip is very small. 

Under these conditions lowering the needle and scraping it on the dish surface in an 

incorrect manner can lead to breakage.   

Once the micropipette was positioned above a targeted cell the needle was 

lowered slowly until it just made contact with the top of the nucleus. The desired 

pressure was set on the external pump and the capillary inside the needle was allowed 

to reach an equilibrium height. The needle was assumed to be in contact with the 

nucleus when slight deformations in nucleus were observed.  Care was taken to not 

puncture the nucleus as this would lead to cell death.  After establishing contact with the 

nucleus the capillary connected to the external pump was disconnected, 

instantaneously reducing the pressure inside the micropipette to 1 atm.  The 
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micropipette was then translated towards the manipulator at a speed of 5µm/s until the 

nucleus was removed from the cell or had disconnected from the micropipette.  

On an average 12 experiments were conducted at each external pump pressure 

and the behavior of the nucleus was noted visually. The external pump pressure ranged 

from 0-1700 hPa (170000 Pa) with increments of 100hPa.   

Description of Nuclear Displacement Experiments 

A micropipette was brought into contact with the nucleus of a cell as described 

above.  The external pump pressure was set to a pressure between 75-200 hPa.  The 

micropipette was then translated away from the nucleus at 2.5 µM until the stabilizing 

forces on the nucleus overcame the vacuum of the micropipette.  The experiment was 

recorded at real-time speed with the AVI recorder module of the Nikon elements 

package.   

Capillary Action of the Needle 

As shown in Figure 4-1, the needle is immersed in the sample medium of h ~ 2 cm 

depth and aspirates a liquid column of length l, diameter d and angle α. The hydrostatic 

force balance requires that air pressure inside the capillary P1 plus the fluid head in the 

column lρgcosα balance the pressure at the capillary ρgh and the capillary pressure pc = 

. Here θ is the wetting angle  of water in the capillary and γ is the surface 

tension. That is 

atmaghatmagl 1/cos41cos1      (4-1) 

The fluid heads can be assumed to be negligible relative to the capillary pressure, 

in which case pipette air pressure approximately balances the capillary pressure.  

          (4-2) 
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In the experiment when P1 is reduced from the pump pressure to 0 Pa (gauge 

pressure), a pressure imbalance is near-instantaneously reached and the nucleus is 

exposed to a vacuum equal to that of the original pump pressure. Because the tip is 

tapered (d is variable), the suction pressure on the nucleus can be controlled by 

adjusting the initial pressure of the external pump. 

Results 

Capillary Pressure in the Micropipette is Capable of Aspirating the Nucleus From 
the Cell 

To test if the capillary was strong enough to remove the nucleus from the cell,the 

pulls were done with a pump pressure of 1700 hPa. The resulting vacuum of 1700 hPa 

pulled the nucleus as the pipette was translated (Figure 4-2). The translation of the 

nucleus resulted in a deformation of the edges of the nucleus as they appeared to still 

be attached to elements of the cell (FIG 4-2). The degree of this deformation continued 

to increase until the nucleus was over 40 µm from its original location and the last 

connections were broken.  The complete removal of the nucleus reveals that the 

micropipette is clearly capable of producing forces capable of overcoming those that 

hold the nucleus in the cell. 

Nuclear Translation is Not Due to Nonspecific Binding Between Nucleus and 
Micropipette 

To ensure that nonspecific binding between the micropipette and the nucleus (or 

the contents of the nucleus) were not causing the nucleus to become attached to the 

pipette, experiments were performed with an initial gauge pressure of 0 Pa.  No 

movementof the nucleus was observed (FIG 4-3).  
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Nuclear Aspiration Experiments Can be Categorized Into 3 Distinct Cases 

Three distinct cases were observed depending on the chosen capillary pressure.  

At low or zero suction pressures, there was no apparent movement of the nucleus. An 

illustration of this is in Figure 4-3 where the nucleus did not translate with the needle. 

This was treated as a null pull. At intermediate vacuum, the needle pulled the nucleus 

with sufficient suction force to dislodge within the cell body, as in Figure 4-4. However 

the nucleus could not be removed past the cortical membrane and emerge out of the 

cell completely. The nucleus detached from the capillary after translating at a certain 

distance- at the point of detachment, the force applied to the nucleus is equal to the 

capillary pressure x cross-sectional area of the capillary tip.  At high enough vacuum 

shown in Figure 4-2, the aspiration pressure was large enough to pull the nucleus out of 

the cell completely past the cortical and stress fiber network.  

KASH Transfection Increases Probability of Local Detachment of the Nucleus 

The nucleus was detached from the cytoskeletal elements holding it in place 

without completely leaving the cell body. Cases of success and failure were scored as 1 

and 0 which was then used to calculate the probability of detachment at each 

pressureThe net probability for pulling at each successive pressure was plotted against 

shown in Figure 4-5. The results of pulling in control and KASH cells fit well (Figure 4-5 

solid line indicates fit) with a sigmoidal model (R2=0.91 and 0.84 respectively)  

represented by the following equation within the probability limits (0<P<1): 

          (4-1) 

Where P is the applied pressure. The value of the characteristic pressure of 

detachment P0 was found to be 837 hPa representing the pressure at which 50% 
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success in aspiration was seen. The value of P0 in the case of GFP-KASH4 transfected 

cells was much lower at 472 hPa showing a significant departure from the value 

obtained for control cells.  Control nuclei were aspirated with a probability of 0.92 at 

1600 hPa while GFP-KASH4 expressing cells were aspirated with a probability of 1 at a 

pressure of 900 hPa (Figure 4-5). Thus there was a significant difference observed in 

probability of detachment at every pressure increment between control and KASH4 

expressing cells.   

. These results suggest that micropipette aspiration is capable of detecting 

changes in nucleo-cytoskeletal binding.  The difference in detachment pressures 

between GFP-KASH4 and control cells also suggest that the cytoskeleton is responsible 

for resisting nuclear motion from external forces.  

The Actin Cytoskeleton is Deformed by Nuclear Movement  

Nuclear aspiration experiments were performed on NIH3T3 cells transfected with 

GFP-Actin.  At pressures of 1700 hPa the nucleus was translated at 5 µm/s while 

simultaneously imaging the cell every 0.25s. Actin stress fibers were seen to translate 

as the nucleus was moved away from their location (Figure 4-6).  Some but not all 

stress fibers appeared to be directly connected to the nucleus (Figure 4-7).  Less 

movement was seen from stress fibers when the nucleus was moving towards them 

unless direct contact between the nucleus and a stress fiber occurred (Figure 4-8).   

The Nucleus Returns to the Equilibrium Position After Small Perturbations 

At lower aspiration pressures we perturbed the location of the nucleus between 2-

5 µm.  After release from the micropipette the nucleus quickly returned to the original 

locations (Figure 4-9). The nuclear shape (Figure 4-9b) was deformed during the 

perturbation but release of the nucleus restored its equilibrium shape.  
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Discussion 

The nucleus is not free to drift, but is mechanically anchored to the 

cytoskeleton(15, 20, 24, 30, 85). Motion of the nucleus in a new direction requires the 

breakage and formation of new bonds between the nucleus and the cytoskeleton(24). In 

this work we have developed a novel technique to investigate nuclear cytoskeletal 

rupture and stabilization forces.  

Using a micropipette we exerted measurable forces on the nucleus with a capillary 

under vacuum. As the pressure is known in the capillary, when the nucleus translates 

but ultimately detaches from the capillary tip, the force applied to the nucleus at the 

point of detachment is the capillary pressure x capillary tip area. In this way, the extent 

of nuclear translation can be varied by altering the suction pressure of the needle. By 

probing the nucleus in this manner, we expect that it will be possible to estimate the 

forces due to individual cytoskeletal elements that resist motion of the nucleus. This is 

supported by the observation that cells in which the KASH domain was over expressed 

showed less resistance to nuclear detachment (Figure 4-5). The highest probability of 

detachment in Control and KASH treated cells was observed at suction pressures of 

1200, and 900 respectively.  

Conducting nuclear aspiration experiments on cells expressing GFP-actin 

revealed that the actin cytoskeleton is perturbed by nuclear translation. Interestingly 

more deformation was observed in stress fibers located behind the translating nucleus 

compared to stress fibers located in front of it. Figure (4-6). Deformation of stress fibers 

in front the translating nucleus only occurred if the nucleus made direct contact with the 

fiber (Figure 4-8). Translation of the nucleus disclosed that some stress fibers may be 

directly bound to the nuclear envelope (Figure 4-7).   
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Mutations in LINC complex proteins have been associated with mis-positioned and 

irregularly shaped nuclei(5). One hypothesis for these irregularities is the absence of a 

centering forces on the nucleus. Small perturbations of nuclear position are possible by 

lowering the suction pressure in the micropipette as shown in Figure 4.9. After the 

perturbation the restoring forces quickly returned the nucleus to near its original 

equilibrium (Figure 4-9B). Combining this method with cytoskeleton altering drugs or 

treatments will allow the estimation of the contributions of intermediate, microfilament 

and actin cytoskeletons in restoring the nucleus to its central position.   

In conclusion ,we have designed a new method to translate the nucleus with a 

measurable externally applied force. The flexibility of this technique will allow it to be of 

great use in future research on the nucleo-cytoskeleton force balance.
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Figure 4-1.  Free body diagram of pressures at the micropipette tip. The length of liquid 
in the column is l, the angle that the needle makes with the horizontal is α and 
the wetting angle of water and glass is θ. The needle used here is an 
Eppendorf Femtotip® which has a tapering diameter as shown in figure. 
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Figure 4-2.  Capillary action can of produce forces capable of translating the nucleus in 
NIH 3T3 cells.  Scale bar is 5 micronsThe needle was slowly pulled removing 
the the nucleus from the cell, the last frame shows the needle releasing the 
nucleus as the vacuum is released. Scale bar is 5 µm 

 

 

Figure 4-3.  Non specific binding between nucleus and micropipette does not cause 
nuclear translation. When no suction pressure is applied no nuclear 
movement is observed. This confirms that nonspecific binding between the 
nucleus and needle is not sufficient to translate the nucleus. Scale bar is 5 
µmµ 
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Figure 4-4.  Local nuclear detachment within the cell body. At lower suction pressures 
(<1300 for controls) local nuclear detachment was often observed. The 
nucleus appears to break away from the trailing cytoskeleton (start of tear 
indicated by red arrows) but the suction pressure of the needle is not strong 
enough to completely remove the nucleus from the cell. 
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Figure 4-5.  Pressure versus probability of detachment in control and KASH cells. 
Control cells have stronger nuclear cytoskeletal coupling as evident from the 
higher pressure needed detach the nucleus. The black dots represent control 
cells and the green triangles represent KASH cells.  Both plots have been fit 

to a sigmoidal fit:  . The fit was found to be significantly 
different at pressures above 400 hPa. 
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Figure 4-6.  Examples of actin network deformation in response to nuclear translation. 
In the overlay green represents the original position and red represents the 
position after nuclear translation . Translation of the nucleus causes 
significant deformation of the nucleus, more deformation is seen from stress 
fibers located behind the translating nucleus. In the overlay green represents 
the cell before the nucleus is translated.  Red represents the cells after 
nuclear translation. All scale bars are 10 µm 
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Figure 4-7.  Evidence of stress fibers bound to the nuclear envelope. Some, but not all 
basil stress fibers appear to be directly connected to the nucleus as indicated 
by the arrow. In the overlay green represents the cell before the nucleus is 
translated.  Red represents the cells after nuclear translation All scale bars 
are 10 µm  
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Figure 4-8.  Translation of the nucleus appears to push stress fibers. Example of direct 
contact with the nucleus appearing to push a stress fiber (see arrow). In the 
overlay green represents the cell before the nucleus is translated.  Red 
represents the cells after nuclear translation . All scale bars are 10 µm. 
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Figure 4-9.  The nucleus returns to equilibrium position after perturbation. A) A 
micropipette was lowered until contact was made with the nucleus.  A suction 
pressure of 200 hPa was then applied and the pipette was moved at 2.5 µm/s 
until the nucleus broke away from micropipette tip. The nucleus quickly 
recovered within 1 µm of the original equilibrium location) Overlays of nuclear 
shape and position at 0s 6s and 12 s.  Scale bar is 5µm 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE CONTROL OF WOUND HEALING BY MECHANICAL CUES: ROLE OF 

SUBSTRATE RIGIDITY 

Here we used a micromanipulator to precisely translate the vertical position of a 

micropipette tip and removed cells without contacting the underlying gel surface. We 

observed a clear but modest variation in the rates of wound closure created by this 

method as a function of rigidity. On soft substrates, cells leading the wound closure 

appeared to pull trailing cells through cell-cell contacts, whereas on rigid substrates, 

cells moved more independently. In contrast to these collective migration results, 

motility of isolated NIH 3T3 fibroblasts was lowest on the soft substrates and increased 

with rigidity. We also developed and applied a novel assay to qualitatively compare 

relative magnitudes of cell-cell pulling forces relative to cell-substrate adhesion forces 

on different substrates. These results show that cell-cell adhesion forces dominate cell-

substrate adhesion forces on soft substrates, and that cell-cell pulling forces contribute 

significantly to wound healing on soft substrates.   

Materials and Methods 

Cell Culture  

NIH 3T3 fibroblasts (ATCC) were maintained in DMEM-high glucose (Cellgro) 

supplemented with 10% donor bovine serum (Cellgro, Manassas, VA) and maintained 

at 37o C in a humidified 5% CO2 environment. In wounding experiments, cells were 

seeded at 80% confluence on fibronectin-coated (5 µg/ml) polyacrylamide gels 

polymerized on glass bottomed dishes (MatTek, Ashland, MA) and were cultured to 

confluence. In myosin II inhibition experiments the cells were cultured for 30 minutes 

prior to wounding in media treated with 50 µM blebbistatin (EMD Biosciences, San 

Diego,Ca). 
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Fabrication of Polyacrylamide Gels 

Polyacrylamide (PAAm) substrates were fabricated as reported elsewhere (54, 

86). Four different ratios of acrylamide and bis-acrylamide (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, 

PA), 50:1, 40:1, 20:1, and 12.5:1 were chosen to make gels with Young’s modulus of 

0.4 kPa, 24.5 kPa, 38.7 kPa and 308 kPa.  The Young’s modulus of the polyacrylamide 

(PAA) gels was measured with an AR-G2 rheometer (TA Instruments). Rheometer 

values were very close to those reported by Putnam and coworkers (52) for the 50:1, 

40:1 and 20:1 crosslinked gels; the rheometer measurements were unreliable for the 

12.5:1 gel. For this gel, we used a Young’s modulus of 308 kPa based on experimental 

measurements by Putnam and coworkers(52) for the same crosslinking concentration. 

For bead tracking experiments, 0.5 µm FluoSpheres (Invitrogen, Eugene OR) were 

added in a 1:500 (vol/vol) ratio to the gel mixture prior to polymerization. For all gels, the 

surface was treated with 200 mM sulfo-SANPAH (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 

MA) and then incubated with 5 µg/ml fibronectin (FN) overnight.  

Time-Lapse Imaging of Wound Healing 

After wounding, cells were imaged every 10 minutes for 12 hours on a Nikon 

TE2000 microscope equipped with an environmental chamber. Image J software was 

used to measure the area of the wound at each time interval. Average widths were 

calculated by measuring the area of the wound and dividing by the length of the image. 

Only wounds with original widths between 300μm and 600μm were measured. 

Microwound Retraction Experiment 

Cells monolayers were grown as described above. A femptotip needle was then 

lowered down to the monolayer until it made contact with the nucleus of an individual 

cell. The needle was then moved between 100-200 µm across the monolayer until the 
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targeted cell was peeled from the surface. Care was taken to ensure that no damage 

was done to the substrate. Once the cells were removed, the needle was quickly 

removed from the surface and the resulting wound was imaged every 60 seconds for 30 

minutes. The area of the wound was measured using Image J software  

Immunostaining 

Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences) for 20 

minutes, washed with PBS (Cellgro) and then permeabilized with 0.1 % Triton X-100 in 

1% BSA solution. For actin staining, cells were incubated with Alexa Fluor 594 

phalloidin (Invitrogen) for 1 hour. The samples were imaged on a Nikon TE2000 epi-

fluorescent microscope equipped with a 40X objective. 

Cell Tracking 

Individual cells were tracked using the open-source Matlab software Time Lapse 

Analyzer using the multi-target phase contrast module.  To validate the results each 

track was visually inspected.   

Results 

Effect of Gel Rigidity on Wound Healing 

Wounds were created using a microneedle with a 0.5 micron tip diameter mounted 

on a micromanipulator. The needle was lowered onto the cell monolayer until it made 

contact with the apical surface of a single cell. The needle was then moved across the 

monolayer peeling the cells off the surface but never making contact with the gel (Figure 

5-1A). The needle was then repositioned to remove another strip and the process was 

repeated. Wound widths between 300-600 µm were created with lengths at least 5 

times the width of the wound to ensure that the wound healing observed was uni-

directional. To determine whether any surface patterning of ECM proteins due to the 
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direction of the tip motions had influenced cell migration, wounds were created using a 

diagonal pattern (Figure 5-2); no change in cell migration was observed. 

Using the method described above, wounds were created in NIH 3T3 fibroblast 

monolayers cultured on polyacrylamide gels. Figure 5-1B shows representative time-

lapse images of wound healing on different rigidities. On 0.4 kPa and 308 kPa 

substrates, the wound healing was faster than on the substrates of intermediate rigidity. 

Leader cells elongated (Figure 5-1B, Inset) as they crawled into the wound on the 0.4 

kPa substrate resulting in ‘sprouting’ structures that emanated from the wound edge. 

During this sprouting elongation, the leading cells remained attached to trailing cells. On 

the most rigid material studied (308 kPa), the extent of elongation decreased compared 

to the 0.4 kPa substrate. Also, cells on rigid substrates appeared less attached to each 

other and more scattered, consistent with observations by others(87).  

Analysis of Rigidity Dependent Wound Healing 

To quantitatively analyze the wound healing process, we measured the time-

dependent change in the width of the wound. Because the width varied along the wound 

front, we report an effective width, defined as the area unpopulated by cells per unit 

length of the wound. Shown in Figure 5-2 are representative plots of the time-dependent 

decrease in wound width on the different gels. There was a notable change in the initial 

kinetics of wound healing on the softest gel (0.4 kPa) compared to other gels (Figure 5-

3 A-D). The kinetic profile on the 0.4 kPa gel appears to include an initial lag time(~2.5 

hours) where there is little wound healing. On the other substrates, the lag time was 

absent. To compare rates across different conditions, we fit linear models to the linear 

region on all gels (the 0.4 kPa gel data was fit to a line after the initial lag time) to 

estimate the initial wound healing rate. The wound healing rate was found to be slightly 
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faster on the 0.4 kPa gel than on the 24 kPa gel, and was highest on the stiffest 

substrate. This result differed from the measured motility of isolated cells (Table 5-1) 

where the cell speed was clearly slowest on the soft gel and increased on more rigid 

substrates. Interestingly, the wound healing rate was significantly faster on the 0.4 kPa 

substrate than the migration speed of isolated cells on the same material (Table 5-1).  

We next tracked individual cells in the monolayer. Shown in Figure 5-3C are 

trajectories on the different substrates. On the 0.4 kPa and 308 kPa substrates, cell 

trajectories appear more persistent as cells migrate into the wound. On intermediate 

stiffnesses, trajectories appear slightly less directionally persistent as the cells migrate 

into the wound.  The small variations in the persistence of the trajectories may be the 

reason for the modest variation in wound closure rates with stiffness. 

We examined the role of non-muscle myosin II in mediating the wound healing 

response. Blebbistatin treatment was used to specifically inhibit myosin activity. The 

morphologies of cells were dramatically altered in all cases on blebbistatin treatment, 

with cell-cell contacts decreasing significantly (Figure 5-4). On the 0.4 kPa substrate, 

myosin inhibition eliminated the lag time observed in the control experiment and the 

cells were observed to more immediately migrate into the wound (Figure 5-5).  

Blebbistatin treatment slowed the wound healing significantly on the softer (0.4kPa and 

24  kPa) gels while leaving wound healing rates on the 39 and 308 kPa rigid substrates 

unchanged (Figure 5-6). 

Cell-Cell forces Dominate Cell-Substrate Adhesion Forces on Soft Gels 

The observation that the wounds healed faster on soft gels than single cells, and 

that myosin inhibition slowed wound healing on soft but not rigid gels suggested that 

cell-cell connections may allow cells at the edge of the monolayer to move faster on soft 
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materials than isolated cells. To quantify the relative magnitudes of cell-cell pulling 

forces versus cell-substrate adhesive forces, we removed a single cell from fibroblast 

monolayers and measured the effect on the monolayer. The cell was removed by 

contacting a nucleus within a monolayer with a micropipette tip, and moving the tip 

linearly between 100-200 µm(Figure 5-7A). When the cell was detached from the 

surface, the needle was quickly withdrawn from the monolayer. On single cell removal, 

the surrounding cells retracted radially from the ‘microwound’, with retraction reaching a 

steady state within 2-5 minutes on rigid substrates. Softer substrates took longer to 

reach a steady state (not shown).  

We found a large retraction from the micro-wound on soft gels, and the extent of 

this initial retraction was less on more rigid substrates (Figure 5-7B). On gels with large 

retractions, the surrounding cell monolayer was observed to contract and move a 

substantial distance away from the tear location. Inhibiting myosin activity by treatment 

with blebbistatin eliminated this retraction(Figure 5-7B, Blebb). To determine whether 

the observed retraction was a retraction of the cell monolayer relative to the substrate, 

relaxation of the underlying substrate or a combination of both, we tracked the 

displacement of beads embedded in the underlying substrate following creation of the 

microwound., Although beads underwent displacements throughout the gel, as seen in 

Figure 5-7D, the individual bead displacements (<1 micron, Figure 5-7E) were much 

smaller than the overall retraction of the monolayer (~50 microns). We conclude that the 

observed retraction in the microwound was primarily due to contraction of the cell 

monolayer rather than relaxation of the substrate. The larger retraction on soft 

substrates compared to rigid substrates coupled with relatively small relaxation of the 
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substrate in the retraction zone again supports the conclusion that cell-cell adhesion 

forces dominate cell-substrate adhesive forces on soft substrates, compared to on stiff 

substrates.  

We next examined the F-actin microstructures in NIH 3T3 fibroblast monolayers. 

On soft gels, isolated cells were less spread and lacked clear stress fibers, whereas 

cells at the edges of monolayer wounds displayed a more flattened morphology and 

assembled clear stress fibers (Figure 5-7F). A similar observation has been reported in 

(88) for clusters of two or three cells. Together, these results suggest that cells unable 

to transfer tension onto their substrates will instead form connections and pull on 

adjoining cells.  

Discussion 

In this paper, we modified the popular wound healing assay for studying collective 

cell migration on gels. We found that wound healing rates were faster than the speeds 

of isolated cells on the 0.4 kPa substrate. On the 0.4 kPa substrate, cell-cell pulling 

resulted in flattened cell morphologies with clear stress fibers (Figure 5-7F). On more 

rigid substrates, isolated cells were able to spread and therefore migrate better, but the 

wound healed more slowly because individual cells could not migrate easily due to cell 

crowding. This conclusion is supported by the observation that blebbistatin treatment 

reduced the wound healing rates of the cells on only the softer (0.4 and 24 kPa) 

substrates, consistent with the results in (89). Thus, crawling of cells at the wound edge 

and consequent wound healing on the softer substrates depends more on the 

transmission of contractile forces between cells. This mechanism is absent for isolated 

cells, which can explain the more pronounced reduction of speed of isolated cells on 

soft gels.  
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There are at least two possible explanations for our paradoxical observation that 

cells were unable to spread and migrate when isolated on the softest material but could 

nevertheless spread, generate traction when at the wound edge and crawl faster than 

isolated cells. One possibility is that cells at the wound edge are under contact inhibition 

of motility along their rear edges in contact with neighboring cells. This may allow the 

cell to focus its motile machinery (actin assembly, formation of adhesions, and 

actomyosin contraction) in order to generate a stronger leading edge in the direction 

devoid of cells (i.e. in the direction of wound closure).   A second possibility is that the 

cells in the retracted monolayer collectively exert traction and strain the substrate at the 

wound edge. This strain locally stiffens the substrate which enables cells at the wound 

edge to crawl inward. This strain stiffening can possibly eliminate large deformations of 

the soft substrates that prevent motility of isolated cells (it is well known that isolated 

cells cannot crawl on soft substrates ((52-54, 86)and Table 1). The strain-stiffened 

substrate could thus enable cells at the wound edge to form stable adhesions and 

lamellipodia. This possibility is supported by our observation of radial strain due to 

retraction of the monolayer in the microwound experiments (Figure 5-6). 

Our results are important because we show that wound healing is fundamentally 

different on soft materials. It is now well-appreciated that soft materials are better 

mimics of physiological microenvironments than hard materials. The relative insensitivity 

of collective cell migration to substrate rigidity raises the interesting possibility that cell-

cell contacts may promote migration in soft physiological environments that do not 

otherwise support single cell motility. 
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Figure 5-1.  Substrate rigidity alters wound healing rates.  A) Wounds were created on 

polyacrylamide substrates using a microinjection needle to remove cells 
without damaging the substrate. Scale bar =100 µm  B) Wounds healing rates 
were higher on soft and rigid substrates but slowed on substrates with 
intermediate stiffness.  On soft and intermediate substrates cells at the 
leading edge remain connected to each other unlike cells on the stiffest 
substrates which migrate more individually. Scale bar =100 µm, Zoom scale 
bar 20 µm 
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Figure 5-2.  Micropipette wounding direction does not alter wound healing.  A) Cell 
monolayers were wounded by moving the micropipette in a diagonal direction 
(as opposed to perpendicular) B) No differences in wound healing were seen. 
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Figure 5-3.  Quantification of wound healing profile.  A-D) Cells on 1 kPa had an initial 

time lag not seen on more rigid substrates. E)  Individual cell tracking reveals 
that cells on 0.4 kPa and 396 kPa took more direct routes into the wound the 
cells on the intermediate substrates. Scale bar =50 µm F) A biphasic profile 
was seen for wound healing rates as the substrate rigidity was increased  
from 0.4 kPa to 308 kPa, 
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Figure 5-4.  Myosin inhibition results dramatic change in cell morphology and decreases 
cell-cell contact. Cells treated with 50 µM blebbistatin immediately after 
wounding resulted in a change in cell shape on all substrate rigidities.  Cells 
appeared to migrate more individually and cells on the leading edge broke 
away from the monolayer on all substrates. 
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Figure 5-5.  Myosin inhibition changes wound healing profiles.  On 0.4 kPa the lag time 
previously seen in control cells was eliminated.   
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Figure 5-6.  Myosin inhibition alters wound healing migration speed.  Error bars are 
SEM. 
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Figure 5-7.  Initial wound retraction increases as substrates rigidity is decreased.  A) 
Wounds were created by making contact with a nucleus within the monolayer 
with a microinjection pipette.  The pipette was then translated 100-200 µm 
until the targeted cell was removed from the nucleus.  B) Wounds retracted 
more as the softer substrate rigidity was decreased.  Treatment with the 
myosin II inhibitor blebbistatin greatly hindered the retraction. C) 
Quantification of retraction width results in significantly different widths on 
substrates of different stiffness’s.    D) Bead tracking reveals that the gel 
relaxed beyond the edges of the expanded wound.  E) Quantification of bead 
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displacement shows that most of the displacement occurred just past the 
wound edge.  F) Stress fibers are clearly present on soft substrates in cells 
that are bound to other cells but are not present in individual cells on soft 
substrates 
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Table 5-1.  Average migration rate of wound edge and individual cells.   

Stiffness 1kpa 24.5 kPa 39 kPa 308 kPa 

Single Cell Speed        (µm/min) 0.18 ±0.02 0.76 ±0.22 0.89±0.11 1.17±0.13 

Wound Healing Rate (µm/min) 0.21 ±0.04 0.16±0.02 0.89±0.05 0.31±0.10 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS 

Summary of Findings 

The LINC Complex Is Required For Normal Cell Function 

Endothelial cell polarization and directional migration is required for angiogenesis. 

Polarization and motility requires not only local cytoskeletal remodeling but also the 

motion of intracellular organelles such as the nucleus. However, the physiological 

significance of nuclear positioning in the endothelial cell has remained largely 

unexplored. Here, we show that siRNA knockdown of nesprin-1, a protein present in the 

LINC complex (Linker of Nucleus to Cytoskeleton), abolished the reorientation of 

endothelial cells in response to cyclic strain. Confocal imaging revealed that the nuclear 

height is substantially increased in nesprin-1 depleted cells, similar to myosin inhibited 

cells. Nesprin-1 depletion increased the number of focal adhesions and substrate 

traction while decreasing the speed of cell migration; however, there was no detectable 

change in non-muscle myosin II activity in nesprin-1 deficient cells. Together, these 

results are consistent with a model in which the nucleus balances a portion of the 

actomyosin tension in the cell.  In the absence of nesprin-1, actomyosin tension is 

balanced by the substrate, leading to abnormal adhesion, migration and cyclic strain 

induced reorientation 

The Nucleus is In a Tug of War Between Actomyosin Pulling Forces in a Crawling 
Fibroblast 

On cellular length scales, the nucleus is massive (~10-15 microns in diameter) and 

stiff relative to the cytoplasm. Motion of such a large object in the crowded intracellular 

space requires a significant expenditure of energy and represents a significant task for 

the motile cell. In Chapter 3, we show that the nucleus in a single, polarized crawling 
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NIH 3T3 fibroblast is pulled forward toward the leading edge. The pulling forces 

originate from actomyosin contraction between the leading edge and the nuclear 

surface; these forces are opposed by actomyosin pulling in the trailing edge. 

Microtubules serve to damp fluctuations in nuclear position, but are not required for 

directional nuclear motion. Disrupting nuclear-cytoskeletal linkage causes a disruption 

of forward nuclear motion and a decrease in the frequency of trailing edge detachment. 

Our results indicate that the nucleus is under net tension in a crawling cell due to a 

balance between actomyosin pulling from the front and back of the crawling cell.  

A Novel Micropipette Aspiration Technique to Apply Forces to the Nucleus 

We have developed a technique to exert measurable forces on the nucleus with a 

capillary under vacuum. This technique is capable detecting changes in nuclear-

cytoskeletal coupling, has shown that nuclear translation deforms the surrounding actin 

cytoskeleton, and is precise enough to slightly perturb the location of nuclei of living 

cells. Combining this method with cytoskeleton altering drugs or treatments will allow 

the estimation of the contributions of intermediate, microfilament and actin 

cytoskeletons in restoring the nucleus to its central position. The flexibility of this 

technique will allow it to be of great use in future research on the nucleo-cytoskeleton 

force balance 

The Control of Wound Healing by Mechanical Cues: Role of Substrate Rigidity 

The function of adhesion-dependent cells is remarkably sensitive to the rigidity of 

the extracellular matrix. For example, the crawling of isolated NIH 3T3 fibroblasts is very 

different on soft substrates compared to rigid substrates. The effect of rigidity on 

collective cell migration is less clear owing to the lack of suitable methods for reliably 

measuring collective cell migration on soft gels. We modified the traditional scratch-
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wound healing assay by using a micropipette to create wounds in fibroblast monolayers 

without damaging the underlying soft substrates. In contrast to single-cell speeds which 

were a strong function of rigidity, wound healing rates depended only modestly on the 

rigidity of the substrate. Wound healing rates were high on both soft and rigid substrates 

and low at intermediate rigidities. F-actin staining revealed that cells in confluent 

monolayers assembled stress fibers and had spread morphology even on soft 

substrates unlike their single cell counterparts.  We developed a novel assay in which 

retraction in the monolayer was measured followed removal of a single cell.  By tracking 

gel-embedded beads to quantify substrate relaxation, we found that cell-cell pulling 

forces dominated cell-substrate adhesion forces on soft materials consistent with the 

presence of stress fibers and flattened morphologies on soft substrates. We discuss 

contact inhibition at the wound edge and/or strain stiffening of the substrate as possible 

explanations for why wounds can heal on soft substrates. The relative insensitivity of 

collective cell migration to substrate rigidity raises the possibility that cell-cell contacts 

may promote migration in soft physiological environments that do not otherwise support 

single cell motility. 

Future Work 

Nuclear Stabilizing Forces 

In chapter 4 we introduced a technique which makes it possible to apply external 

forces on the nucleus of a living cell. While all three cytoskeletal elements are 

connected to the nuclear surfaces, their relative contributions to the nuclear centering 

process are not yet known. Quantifying the nuclear centering forces in an experiment 

like in Figure 4-9 in cells with disrupted cytoskeletal elements (through drug treatments 

or siRNA knockdown) can allow the estimation of the relative contribution of individual 
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cytoskeletal elements to forces on the nuclear surface. Combining traction force 

microscopy with nuclear translation could feasibly be done by perturbing nuclei in cells 

which have been cultured soft substrates. Tracking beads in the substrate would reveal 

how forces on the nucleus are dispersed throughout the cell.  

Nuclear Positioning in Monolayers 

In collective cell migration cells mechanically communicate with each other over 

long distances (90). In figure 5-6 we observed an increase in wound retraction when 

“microwounds” were created on soft substrates. As cells on soft substrates are under 

considerable actomyosin tensile stresses from their neighboring cells, and since the 

nucleus is under actomyosin tension, it is possible that  the nucleus balances cell-cell 

tensile forces. By balancing part of the cell-cell tension, the nucleus may play a key role 

in collective cell migration. Would the perturbation of the nucleus of a cell within a 

monolayer on a soft substrate alter the positioning of nuclei in surrounding cells? These 

questions could be answered by using the techniques described in chapter 4 and 5. 

The Effects of Nuclear Tension on the Nuclear Pore Complex 

The nuclear pore complex (NPC) connects the inner and outer nuclear 

membranes and is the only pathway for macromolecules to enter or exit the nucleus.  

Macromolecules with mass less then 40-70 kDa may diffuse across the nuclear 

envelope while larger macromolecules may only cross the nuclear pore through 

facilitated diffusion. Facilitated diffusion of proteins across the pore requires the 

presence of a nuclear localization signal or a nuclear export signal and is dependent on 

a RANGTP gradient. The NPC exists within the nuclear envelope and interacts with 

LINC complex proteins(91). HELA cells deficient in SUN1 have clustered NPC’s(91). 

Cell adhesion and the cytoskeleton are known to play a role in nuclear transport (92). 
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For example, MAP kinase nucleo-cytoplasmic distribution is differentially dependent on 

cell adhesion(93) and extracellular signal-regulated kinases are unable to localize to the 

nucleus in suspended cells (94) . Cyclic stretching of smooth muscle cells results in 

increased nuclear import(95).An intact microtubule network is necessary for optimal 

nuclear localization of tumor suppressor proteins Rb, P53 and PTHrP(96).  Nuclear 

actin and myosin are able to alter nuclear pore porosity of dextrans in isolated 

nuclei(97).  The f-actin network has also been shown to alter nuclear transport rates due 

to the impact of the f-actin cytoskeleton on the RAN-GTP/RAN-GDP gradient(98). Little 

is known about how the LINC complex proteins and the nuclear-cytoskeletal force 

balance influence nuclear transport. 

One of the challenges in studying nuclear pore transport is that it is difficult to 

accurately estimate values of nuclear volume, cytoplasmic volume, nuclear envelope 

thickness, the number of nuclear pores in live cells. FRAP experiments could be 

performed simultaneously such that the ratio of the time constants can be measured. 

The resulting ratio eliminates the previous parameters and is equal to the ratio of the 

diffusivities of the probe. Using this technique in conjunction with current diffusion 

models the effect of acto-myosin forces on passive or facilitated nuclear transport could 

be investigated.  

The Function of Nesprin-2 

Our results in chapter 2 are that in the absence of nesprin-1, endothelial cells 

assemble more adhesions, exert greater traction on the surface, have increased nuclear 

heights and have decreased migration speeds. To explain these results we constructed 

a model in which the structure of the actin cytoskeleton was significantly altered 

resulting in less tension being exerted on the nucleus. However nesprin-2 also contains 
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an actin binding domain and was found to be present in our cell line. If nesprin-1 and 

nesprin-2’s functions were redundant then we would not expect such drastic changes in 

cell behavior when only nesprin-1 was removed. Therefore it is likely that nesprin-2 

interacts with the actin cytoskeleton in a unique manner. Using the techniques 

described in chapters 2 and 4 the function of nesprin-2 could be studied. These results 

would help to distinguish the functions of nesprin 1 and nesprin-2 which would lead to a 

greater understanding of how actomyosin forces are transmitted to the nucleus. 

The Effects of 3D Cell Culture on Cell Behavior 

 All the experiments in this work have been conducted in a 2D environment with 

cells cultured on glass or soft substrates. While some cell types like endothelial cells do 

exist in flat monolayers, the majority of cell types exist in a 3D matrix in-vivo. Often 

behaviors observed in 2D in-vitro experiments are not seen in cells in-vivo(99). However 

nuclear shape has been shown to be changed by external forces in cells within 

tissues(100) .Cell migration rates in 3D culture are sensitive to the rigidity of the 

surrounding matrix (101, 102). Cells cultured in 3D have to manipulate through the 

structure and the nucleus must be able to be manipulated past impeding structures(55). 

Recently it has been shown that chromatin, which is partly organized through 

connections with the lamin network(103),must be compressed for cells to migrate 

through filters with diameters of 3-8µm (104, 105). The LINC complex may act as a 

mechanical linkage between the cytoskeleton and chromatin within the nucleus. 

Combining the techniques used in this work to alter nucleo-cytoskeleton force balance, 

such as siRNA knockdown of LINC complex proteins, with 3D-cell culture would allow 

us to study nuclear mechanics and cell migration in a more lifelike environment.  
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